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Abstract
Regularization techniques are widely employed in optimization-based approaches for solv-
ing ill-posed inverse problems in data analysis and scientific computing. These methods are
based on augmenting the objective with a penalty function, which is specified based on prior
domain-specific expertise to induce a desired structure in the solution. We consider the prob-
lem of learning suitable regularization functions from data in settings in which precise domain
knowledge is not directly available. Previous work under the title of ‘dictionary learning’ or
‘sparse coding’ may be viewed as learning a regularization function that can be computed via
linear programming. We describe generalizations of these methods to learn regularizers that
can be computed and optimized via semidefinite programming. Our framework for learning
such semidefinite regularizers is based on obtaining structured factorizations of data matrices,
and our algorithmic approach for computing these factorizations combines recent techniques for
rank minimization problems along with an operator analog of Sinkhorn scaling. Under suitable
conditions on the input data, our algorithm provides a locally linearly convergent method for
identifying the correct regularizer that promotes the type of structure contained in the data.
Our analysis is based on the stability properties of Operator Sinkhorn scaling and their relation
to geometric aspects of determinantal varieties (in particular tangent spaces with respect to
these varieties). The regularizers obtained using our framework can be employed effectively in
semidefinite programming relaxations for solving inverse problems.
Keywords: atomic norm, convex optimization, low-rank matrices, nuclear norm, operator scal-
ing, representation learning.
1 Introduction
Regularization techniques are widely employed in the solution of inverse problems in data analysis
and scientific computing due to their effectiveness in addressing difficulties due to ill-posedness. In
their most common manifestation, these methods take the form of penalty functions added to the
objective in optimization-based approaches for solving inverse problems. The purpose of the penalty
function is to induce a desired structure in the solution, and these functions are specified based on
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prior domain-specific expertise. For example, regularization is useful for promoting smoothness,
sparsity, low energy, and large entropy in solutions to inverse problems in image analysis, statistical
model selection, and the geosciences [10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 22, 40, 47, 56]. In this paper, we study the
question of learning suitable regularization functions from data in settings in which precise domain
knowledge is not directly available. The regularizers obtained using our framework are specified
as convex functions that can be computed efficiently via semidefinite programming, and therefore
they can be employed in tractable convex optimization approaches for solving inverse problems.
We begin our discussion by highlighting the geometric aspects of regularizers that make them
effective in promoting a desired structure. In particular, we focus on a family of convex regularizers
that are useful for inducing a general form of sparsity in solutions to inverse problems. Sparse
data descriptions provide a powerful formalism for specifying low-dimensional structure in high-
dimensional data, and they feature prominently in a range of problem domains. For example,
natural images are often well-approximated by a small number of wavelet coefficients, financial time
series may be characterized by low-complexity factor models, and a small number of genetic markers
may constitute a signature for disease. Concretely, suppose A ⊂ Rd is a (possibly infinite) collection
of elementary building blocks or atoms. Then y ∈ Rd is said to have a sparse representation using
the atomic set A if y can be expressed as follows:
y =
k∑
i=1
ciai, ai ∈ A, ci ≥ 0,
for a relatively small number k. As an illustration, if A = {±e(j)}dj=1 ⊂ Rd is the collection of
signed standard basis vectors in Rd, then concisely described objects with these atoms are those
vectors in Rd consisting of a small number of nonzero coordinates. Similarly, if A is the set of
rank-one matrices, then the corresponding sparsely represented entities are low-rank matrices; see
[16] for a more exhaustive collection of examples. An important virtue of sparse descriptions based
on an atomic set A is that employing the atomic norm induced by A — the gauge function of the
atomic set A — as a regularizer in inverse problems offers a natural convex optimization approach
for obtaining solutions that have a sparse represention using A [16]. Continuing with the examples
of vectors with few nonzero coordinates and of low-rank matrices, regularization with the `1 norm
(the gauge function of the signed standard basis vectors) and with the matrix nuclear norm (the
gauge function of the unit-norm rank-one matrices) are prominent techniques for promoting the
corresponding sparse descriptions in solutions to inverse problems [12, 13, 17, 22, 25, 40, 47, 56].
The reason for the effectiveness of atomic norm regularization is the favorable facial structure of the
convex hull of A, which has the feature that all its low-dimensional faces contain points that have a
sparse description using A. Indeed, in many contemporary data analysis applications the solutions
of regularized optimization problems with generic input data tend to lie on low-dimensional faces
of sublevel sets of the regularizer [14, 22, 47]. Based on this insight, atomic norm regularization
has been shown to be effective in a range of tasks such as statistical denoising, model selection, and
system identification [8, 44, 49].
The difficulty with employing an atomic norm regularizer in practice is that one requires prior
domain knowledge of the atomic set A – the extreme points of the atomic norm ball – that underlies
a sparse description of the desired solution in an inverse problem. While such information may
be available based on domain expertise in some problems (e.g., certain classes of signals having
a sparse representation in a Fourier basis), identifying a suitable atomic set is challenging for
many contemporary datasets that are high-dimensional and are typically presented to an analyst
in an unstructured fashion. In this paper, we study the question of learning a suitable regularizer
directly from observations {y(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rd of a collection of structured signals or models of interest.
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Specifically, as motivated by the preceding discussion, our objective is to identify a norm ‖ · ‖ in
Rd such that each y(j)/‖y(j)‖ lies on a low-dimensional face of the unit ball of ‖ · ‖. An equivalent
formulation of this question in terms of extreme points is that we want to obtain an atomic set
A such that each y(j) has a sparse representation using A; the corresponding regularizer is simply
the atomic norm induced by A. A regularizer with these characteristics is adapted to the structure
contained in the data {y(j)}nj=1, and it can be used subsequently as a regularizer in inverse problems
to promote solutions with the same type of structure as in the collection {y(j)}nj=1.
When considered in full generality, our question is somewhat ill-posed for several reasons. First,
if ‖ · ‖ is a norm that satisfies the properties described above with respect to the data {y(j)}nj=1,
then so does α‖ · ‖ for any positive scalar α. This issue is addressed by learning a norm from
a suitably scaled class of regularizers. A second source of difficulty is that the Euclidean norm
‖ · ‖`2 trivially satisfies our requirements for a regularizer as each y(j)/‖y(j)‖`2 is an extreme point
of the Euclidean norm ball in Rd; indeed, this is the regularizer employed in ridge regression.
The atomic set in this case is the collection of all points with Euclidean norm equal to one, i.e.,
the dimension of this set is d − 1. However, datasets in many applications throughout science
and engineering are well-approximated as sparse combinations of elements of atomic sets of much
smaller dimension [7, 10, 16, 21, 35, 43, 46]. Identifying such lower-dimensional atomic sets is
critical in inverse problems arising in high-dimensional data analysis in order to address the curse
of dimensionality; in particular, as discussed in some of these preceding references, the benefits
of atomic norm regularization in problems with large ambient dimension d are a consequence of
measure concentration phenomena that crucially rely on the small dimensionality of the associated
atomic set in comparison to d. We circumvent this second difficulty in learning a regularizer
by considering atomic sets with appropriately bounded dimension. A third challenge with our
question as it is stated is that the gauge function of the set {±y(j)/‖y(j)‖`2}nj=1 also satisfies the
requirements for a suitable atomic norm as each y(j)/‖y(j)‖`2 is an extreme point of the unit ball
of this regularizer. However, such a regularizer suffers from overfitting and does not generalize
well as it is excessively tuned to the dataset {y(j)}nj=1. Further, for large n this gauge function
becomes intractable to characterize and it does not offer a computationally efficient approach for
regularization. We overcome this complication by considering regularizers that have effectively
parametrized sets of extreme points, and consequently are tractable to compute.
The problem of learning a suitable polyhedral regularizer – an atomic norm with a unit ball that
is a polytope – from data points {y(j)}nj=1 corresponds to identifying an appropriate finite atomic
set to concisely describe each y(j). This problem is equivalent to the question of ‘dictionary learning’
(also called ‘sparse coding’) on which there is a substantial amount of prior work [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 43,
51, 54, 55]. To see this connection, suppose without loss of generality that we parametrize a finite
atomic set via a matrix L ∈ Rd×p so that the columns of L and their negations specify the atoms.
The associated atomic norm ball is the image under L of the `1 ball in Rp. The columns of L are
typically scaled to have unit Euclidean norm to address the scaling issues mentioned previously (see
Section 2.4). The number of columns p may be larger than d (i.e., the ‘overcomplete’ regime), and it
controls the complexity of the atomic set as well as the computational tractability of describing the
atomic norm. With this parametrization, learning a polyhedral regularizer to promote the type of
structure contained in {y(j)}nj=1 may be viewed as obtaining a matrix L (given a target number of
columns p) such that each y(j) is well-approximated as Lx(j) for a vector x(j) ∈ Rp with few nonzero
coordinates. Computing such a representation of the data is precisely the objective in dictionary
learning, although this problem is typically not phrased as a quest for a polyhedral regularizer in
the literature. We remark further on some recent algorithmic developments in dictionary learning
in Sections 1.3.1 and 2.4, and we contrast these with the methods proposed in the present paper.
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1.1 From Polyhedral to Semidefinite Regularizers
The objective of this paper is to investigate the problem of learning more general non-polyhedral
atomic norm regularizers; in other words, the associated set of extreme points may be infinite. On
the approximation-theoretic front, infinite atomic sets offer the possibility of concise descriptions
of data sets with much richer types of structure than those with a sparse representation using
finite atomic sets; in turn, the associated regularizers could promote a broader class of structured
solutions to inverse problems than polyhedral regularizers. On the computational front, many
families of convex optimization problems beyond linear programs can be solved tractably and
reliably [42]. However, building on the challenges outlined previously, there are two important
factors in identifying non-polyhedral regularizers from data. First, it is crucial that any infinite
atomic set A we consider has an effective parametrization so that it is tractable to characterize
data that have a sparse representation using the elements of A. Second, we require that the
convex hull of the atomic set A has an efficient description so that the associated atomic norm
provides a computationally tractable regularizer. As described next, we address these concerns
by considering atomic sets that are efficiently parametrized as algebraic varieties (of a particular
form) and that have convex hulls with tractable semidefinite descriptions. Thus, previous efforts
in the dictionary learning literature on identifying finite atomic sets may be viewed as learning
zero-dimensional ideals, whereas our approach corresponds to learning atomic sets that are larger-
dimensional varieties. From a computational viewpoint, dictionary learning provides atomic norm
regularizers that are computed via linear programming, while our framework leads to semidefinite
programming regularizers. Consequently, although our framework is based on a much richer family
of atomic sets in comparison with the finite sets considered in dictionary learning, we still retain
efficiency of parametrization and computational tractability based on semidefinite representability.
Formally, we consider atomic sets in Rd that are images of rank-one matrices:
Aq(L) =
{L(uv′) | u,v ∈ Rq, ‖u‖`2 = 1, ‖v‖`2 = 1} , (1)
where L : Rq×q → Rd specifies a linear map. We focus on settings in which the dimension q is
such that q2 > d, so the atomic sets Aq(L) that we study in this paper are projections of rank-
one matrices from a larger-dimensional space (in analogy to the overcomplete regime in dictionary
learning). By construction, elements of Rd that have a sparse representation using the atomic set
Aq(L) are those that can be specified as the image under L of low-rank matrices in Rq×q. As the
convex hull of unit-Euclidean-norm rank-one matrices in Rq×q is the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q, the
corresponding atomic norm ball is given by:
conv (Aq(L)) =
{L(X) | X ∈ Rq×q, ‖X‖? ≤ 1} , (2)
where ‖X‖? :=
∑
i σi(X). As the nuclear norm ball has a tractable semidefinite description [25, 47],
the atomic norm induced by Aq(L) can be computed efficiently using semidefinite programming.
Given a collection of data points {y(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rd and a target dimension q, our goal is to find
a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd such that each y(j), upon normalization by the gauge function of
Aq(L), lies on a low-dimensional face of conv(Aq(L)). For each y(j) to have this property, it must
have a sparse representation using the atomic set Aq(L); that is, there must exist a low-rank matrix
X(j) ∈ Rq×q with y(j) = L(X(j)). The matrix X(j) provides a concise description of y(j) ∈ Rd in the
higher-dimensional space Rq×q. Consequently, the problem of learning a semidefinite-representable
regularizer with a unit ball that is a linear image of the nuclear norm ball may be phrased as one
of matrix factorization. In particular, let Y = [y(1)| · · · |y(n)] ∈ Rd×n denote the data matrix, and
let Li ∈ Rq×q, i = 1, . . . , d be the matrix that specifies the linear functional corresponding to the
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Computing atomic
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norm regularizer
Learning regularizer Identify L and sparse x(j) ∈ Rp Identify L and low-rank X(j) ∈ Rq×q
from data {y(j)}nj=1 such that y(j) ≈ Lx(j) for each j such that y(j) ≈ L(X(j)) for each j
Figure 1: A comparison between prior work on dictionary learning and the present paper.
i’th component of a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd. Then our objective can be viewed as one of finding
a collection of matrices {Li}di=1 ⊂ Rq×q specifying linear functionals and a set of low-rank matrices
{X(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rq×q specifying concise descriptions such that:
Yi,j = 〈Li, X(j)〉 i = 1, . . . , d, j = 1, . . . , n. (3)
Note the distinction with dictionary learning in which one seeks a factorization of the data matrix
Y such that the X(j)’s are sparse vectors as opposed to low-rank matrices as in our approach.
Figure 1 summarizes the key differences between dictionary learning and the present paper.
1.2 An Alternating Update Algorithm for Matrix Factorization
A challenge with identifying a semidefinite regularizer by factoring a given data matrix as in (3) is
that such a factorization is not unique. Specifically, consider any linear mapM : Rq×q → Rq×q that
is a rank-preserver, i.e., rank(M(X)) = rank(X) for all X ∈ Rq×q; examples of rank-preservers
include operators that act via conjugation by non-singular matrices and the transpose operation.
If each y(j) = L(X(j)) for a linear map L and low-rank matrices {X(j)}nj=1, then we also have
that each y(j) = L ◦M−1(M(X(j))), where by construction each X(j) has the same rank as the
corresponding M(X(j)). This non-uniqueness presents a difficulty as the image of the nuclear
norm ball under a linear map L is, in general, different than it is under L ◦M−1 for an arbitrary
rank-preserver M. Consequently, due to its invariances the factorization (3) does not uniquely
specify a regularizer. We investigate this point in Section 2.2 by analyzing the structure of rank-
preserving linear maps, and we describe an approach to associate a unique regularizer to a family of
linear maps obtained from equivalent factorizations. Our method entails putting linear maps in an
appropriate ‘canonical’ form using the Operator Sinkhorn iterative procedure, which was developed
by Gurvits to solve certain quantum matching problems [32]; this algorithm is an operator analog
of the diagonal congruence scaling technique for nonnegative matrices developed by Sinkhorn [32].
In Section 2 we describe an alternating update algorithm to compute a factorization of the
form (3). With the Li’s fixed, updating the X(j)’s entails the solution of affine rank minimization
problems. Although this problem is intractable in general [41], in recent years several tractable
heuristics have been developed and proven to succeed under suitable conditions [29, 34, 47]. With
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the X(j)’s fixed, the Li’s are updated by solving a least-squares problem followed by an application
of the Operator Sinkhorn iterative procedure to put the map L in a canonical form as described
above. Our alternating update approach is a generalization of methods that are widely employed
in dictionary learning for identifying finite atomic sets (see Section 2.4).
Section 3 contains the main theorem of this paper on the local linear convergence of our al-
ternating update algorithm. Specifically, suppose a collection of data points {y(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rd is
generated as y(j) = L?
(
X(j)
?
)
, j = 1, . . . , n for a linear map L? : Rq×q → Rd that is nearly
isometric restricted to low-rank matrices (formally, L? satisfies a restricted isometry property [47])
and a collection
{
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
⊂ Rq×q of low-rank matrices that is isotropic in a well-defined sense.
Given the data {y(j)}nj=1 as input, our alternating update approach is locally linearly convergent
to a linear map Lˆ : Rq×q → Rd with the property that the image of the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q
under Lˆ is equal to its image under L?, i.e., our procedure identifies the appropriate regularizer
that promotes the type of structure contained in the data {y(j)}nj=1; see Theorem 9. Our analysis
relies on geometric aspects of determinantal varieties (in particular tangent spaces with respect to
these varieties) and their relation to stability properties of Operator Sinkhorn scaling.
We demonstrate the utility of our framework with a series of experimental results on synthetic
as well as real data in Section 4.
1.3 Related Work
1.3.1 Dictionary Learning
As outlined above, our approach for learning a regularizer from data may be viewed as a semidefinite
programming generalization of dictionary learning. The alternating update algorithm we propose
in Section 2.3 for computing a factorization (3) generalizes similar methods previously developed
for dictionary learning [1, 3, 4, 43] (see Section 2.4), and the local convergence analysis of our
algorithm in Section 3 also builds on previous analyses for dictionary learning [1, 4]. In contrast
to these previous results, the development and the analysis of our method in the present paper
are more challenging due to the invariances and associated identifiability issues underlying the
factorization (3), which necessitate the incorporation of the Operator Sinkhorn scaling procedure
in our algorithm.
An unresolved matter in our paper – one that has been investigated previously in the context
of dictionary learning – is the question of a suitable initialization for our algorithm. In particular,
our theory states that our algorithm exhibits linear convergence to the desired solution provided
the initial guess is sufficiently close to a linear map that specifies the correct regularizer (in an
appropriate metric). We employ random initializations in our experiments with real data in Section
4.2, and these are useful in identifying effective semidefinite regularizers that outperform polyhedral
regularizers obtained via dictionary learning. Random initialization is the most common technique
utilized in practice in dictionary learning as well as in many other structured matrix factorization
problems arising in data analysis. To build support for this idea, several researchers have proven
that random initialization succeeds with high probability in recovering a desired factorization under
suitable conditions in a number of problems [28, 53], including in a restricted form of dictionary
learning [54, 55] in which the polyhedral regularizer is specified as the image of the `1 ball under
an invertible linear map (as described previously, dictionary learning in full generality allows for
polyhedral regularizers that may be specified as an image of the `1 ball under a many-to-one linear
map). In a different direction, some recent papers also describe data-driven initialization strategies
for dictionary learning based on variants of clustering [2, 5]. It would be of interest to develop both
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these sets of ideas in our context, and we comment on this point in Section 5.
1.3.2 Lifts of Convex Sets
A second body of work with which our paper is conceptually related is the literature on lift-
and-project representations (or extended formulations) of convex sets. A tractable lift-and-project
representation refers to a description of a ‘complicated’ convex set in Rd as the projection of a more
concisely specified convex set in Rd′ , with the lifted dimension d′ not being too much larger than
the original dimension d. As discussed in [31, 60], obtaining a suitably structured factorization – of
a different nature than that considered in the present paper – of the slack matrix of a polytope (and
more generally, of the slack operator of a convex set) corresponds to identifying an efficient lift-
and-project description of the polytope. On the other hand, we seek a structured factorization of a
data matrix to identify a convex set (i.e., the unit ball of a regularizer) with an efficient extended
formulation and with the additional requirement that the data points (upon suitable scaling) lie
on low-dimensional faces of the set. This latter stipulation arises in our context from data analysis
considerations, and it is a distinction between our setup and the optimization literature on extended
formulations.
1.3.3 Sinkhorn Scaling
A third topic with which our paper has synergies – and to which we make contributions in the course
of our analysis – is the literature on Sinkhorn scaling. This algorithm is an iterative procedure for
transforming an entrywise nonnegative matrix to a doubly stochastic matrix by diagonal congruence
scaling [50]. There is a substantial body of work on the properties of this algorithm (see [33] and
the references therein) as well as on its applications in domains such as combinatorial optimization
(approximating the permanent of a matrix [38]) and data analysis (efficiently computing distances
between probability distributions [19]). The operator analog of Sinkhorn scaling was developed
by Gurvits and this work was motivated by certain operator analogs of the bipartite matching
problem that arise in matroid theory [32]. To the best of our knowledge, our work represents
the first application of Operator Sinkhorn scaling in a problem in data analysis. Further, in our
investigation of the properties of Algorithm 1, we describe results on the stability of Operator
Sinkhorn scaling; these may be of independent interest beyond the specific context of our paper
(see Appendix C).
1.4 Paper Outline
In Section 2 we discuss our alternating update algorithm for computing the factorization (3) based
on an analysis of the invariances arising in (3). Section 3 gives the main theoretical result concern-
ing the local linear convergence of the algorithm described in Section 2, and Section 4 describes
numerical results obtained using our algorithm. We conclude with a discussion of further research
directions in Section 5.
Notation We denote the Euclidean norm of a vector by ‖ · ‖`2 , of a matrix by ‖ · ‖F , and of
a more general linear operator by ‖ · ‖eu. We denote the operator or spectral norm by ‖ · ‖2.
The k’th largest singular value of a linear map is denoted by σk(·), and the largest and smallest
eigenvalues of a self-adjoint linear map are denoted by λmax(·) and λmin(·) respectively. The space
of q× q symmetric matrices is denoted Sq and the set of q× q symmetric positive-definite matrices
is denoted Sq++. The projection map onto a subspace V is denoted PV. The restriction of a linear
map M to a subspace V is denoted by MV. Given a self-adjoint linear map M : V → V with
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V being a subspace of a vector space V¯, we denote the extension of M to V¯ by PV[M ]VPV :
V¯ → V¯; the component in V of the image of any x ∈ V¯ under this map is MPV(x), while the
component in V⊥ is the origin. Given a vector space V, we denote the set of linear operators from
V to V by L(V). Given matrices A,B ∈ Rq×q, the linear map A  B ∈ L(Rq×q) is specified as
A  B : X → 〈B,X〉A. The Kronecker product between two linear maps is specified using the
standard ⊗ notation. For a collection of matrices {X(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rq×q, the covariance is specified
as Σ({X(j)}nj=1) = 1n
∑n
j=1X
(j)  X(j). Two quantities associated to this covariance that play
a role in our analysis are Λ({X(j)}nj=1) = 12
(
λmax
(
Σ({X(j)}nj=1)
)
+ λmin
(
Σ({X(j)}nj=1)
))
and
∆({X(j)}nj=1) = 12
(
λmax
(
Σ({X(j)}nj=1)
)
− λmin
(
Σ({X(j)}nj=1)
))
. Given a matrix X ∈ Rq×q of
rank r, the tangent space at X with respect to the algebraic variety of q × q matrices of rank at
most r is specified as1:
T (X) = {XA+BX | A,B ∈ Rq×q}.
2 An Alternating Update Algorithm for Learning Semidefinite
Regularizers
In this section we describe an alternating update algorithm to factor a given data matrix Y =
[y(1)| · · · |y(n)] ∈ Rd×n as in (3). As discussed previously, the difficulty with obtaining a semidefinite
regularizer using a factorization (3) is the existence of infinitely many equivalent factorizations due
to the invariances underlying (3). We begin by investigating and addressing this issue in Sections 2.1
and 2.2, and then we discuss our algorithm to obtain a regularizer in Section 2.3. We contrast our
method with techniques that have previously been developed in the context of dictionary learning
in Section 2.4.
2.1 Identifiability Issues
Building on the discussion in the introduction, for a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd obtained from the
factorization (3) and for any linear rank-preserver M : Rq×q → Rq×q, there exists an equivalent
factorization in which the linear map is L ◦M (note that M−1 is also a rank-preserver if M is a
rank-preserver). As the image of the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q is not invariant under an arbitrary
rank-preserver, a regularizer cannot be obtained uniquely from a factorization due to the existence
of equivalent factorizations that lead to non-equivalent regularizers. To address this difficulty, we
describe an approach to associate a unique regularizer to a family of linear maps obtained from
equivalent factorizations. We begin by analyzing the structure of rank-preserving linear maps based
on the following result [39]:
Theorem 1. ([39, Theorem 1], [59, Theorem 9.6.2]) An invertible linear operator M : Rq×q →
Rq×q is a rank-preserver if and only if M is of one of the following two forms for non-singular
matrices W1,W2 ∈ Rq×q: M(X) = W1XW2 or M(X) = W1X ′W2.
This theorem brings the preceding discussion into sharper focus, namely, that the lack of iden-
tifiability boils down to the fact that the nuclear norm is not invariant under conjugation of its
argument by arbitrary non-singular matrices. However, we note that the nuclear norm ball is invari-
ant under the transpose operation and under conjugation by orthogonal matrices. This observation
leads naturally to the idea of employing the polar decomposition to describe a rank-preserver:
1A rank-r matrix X ∈ Rq×q is a smooth point with respect to the variety of q × q matrices of rank at most r.
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Corollary 2. An invertible linear operator M : Rq×q → Rq×q is a rank-preserver if and only if M
can be decomposed as M =Mor ◦Mpd for rank-preservers Mpd : Rq×q → Rq×q and Mor : Rq×q →
Rq×q with the following properties:
• The operator Mpd is specified as Mpd(X) = P1XP2 for some positive-definite matrices
P1, P2 ∈ Sq.
• The operatorMor is of one of the following two forms for orthogonal matrices U1, U2 ∈ Rq×q:
Mor(X) = U1XU2 or Mor(X) = U1X ′U2.
Proof. The result follows by combining Theorem 1 with the polar decomposition.
We refer to rank-preservers of the typeMpd in this corollary as positive-definite rank-preservers
and to those of the type Mor as orthogonal rank-preservers. This corollary highlights the point
that the key source of difficulty in identifying a regularizer uniquely from a factorization is due
to positive-definite rank-preservers. We address this complication by putting linear maps in a
particular normalized form that removes this degree of ambiguity.
Definition 1. Let L : Rq×q → Rd be a linear map, and let Li ∈ Rq×q, i = 1, . . . , d be the component
linear functionals of L. Then L is said to be normalized if ∑di=1 LiLi′ = qI and ∑di=1 Li′Li = qI.
The utility of this definition in resolving our identifiability issue is based on a paper by Gurvits
[32]. Specifically, for a generic linear map L : Rq×q → Rd, the results in [32] imply that there exists
a unique positive-definite rank-preserver NL : Rq×q → Rq so that L ◦ NL is normalized. Further,
such a normalizing positive-definite rank-preserver can be computed using the Operator Sinkhorn
iterative procedure developed in [32]. We discuss the algorithmic consequences of the results from
[32] in Section 2.2. In the remainder of the present section, we describe how the existence of
such unique normalizing positive-definite rank-preservers offers a conceptually natural approach
for uniquely associating a regularizer to an equivalence class of factorizations.
Obtaining a regularizer from a linear map: Given a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd obtained from a
factorization (3), the unit ball of the regularizer we associate to this factorization is the image of
the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q under the linear map L◦NL; here NL is the unique positive-definite
rank-preserver that normalizes L (as discussed in the sequel in Corollary 4, such unique normalizing
rank-preservers exist for generic maps L).
The soundness of this approach follows from the fact that linear maps from equivalent factor-
izations produce the same regularizer. In particular, consider linear maps L and L ◦ M, where
M is any rank-preserver. Suppose NL is the unique positive-definite rank-preserver such that
L◦NL is normalized. AsM−1 ◦NL is a rank-preserver, we can apply Corollary 2 to conclude that
M−1 ◦NL = M¯or ◦M¯pd, where M¯or is an orthogonal rank-preserver and M¯pd is a positive-definite
rank-preserver. We demonstrate that NL◦M =M−1◦NL◦M¯or′ is the unique positive-definite rank-
preserver that normalizes L◦M. First one can check that NL◦M = M¯or◦M¯pd◦M¯or′ , which implies
that NL◦M is a positive-definite rank-preserver. Second we have that L◦M◦NL◦M = L◦NL◦M¯or′
is also normalized. Finally, the uniqueness of NL◦M follows from the uniqueness of NL. Further,
the image of the nuclear norm ball under L◦NL is the same as it is under L◦M◦NL◦M because the
nuclear norm ball is invariant under the action of the action of the orthogonal rank-preserver M¯or′ .
In summary, the approach described above for associating a regularizer to a (generic) linear map L
associates the same regularizer to any other linear map obtained from an equivalent factorization.
2.2 Normalizing Maps via Operator Sinkhorn Scaling
From the discussion in the preceding section, a key step in associating a unique regularizer to a
collection of equivalent factorizations is to normalize a given linear map L : Rq×q → Rd. In this
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Algorithm 1 Normalizing a linear map via the Operator Sinkhorn iteration
Input: A linear map L : Rq×q → Rd with component functionals Li, i = 1, . . . , d
Require: A normalized map L ◦ M where M : Rq×q → Rd is a rank-preserver that acts via
conjugation by positive-definite matrices
Algorithm: Repeat until convergence
1. R =
∑d
i=1 LiLi′
2. Li ← √qR−
1
2Li, i = 1, . . . , d
3. C =
∑d
i=1 Li′Li
4. Li ← √qLiC−
1
2 , i = 1, . . . , d
section we describe how this may be accomplished by appealing to the work of Gurvits [32].
Given a linear operator T : Sq → Sq that leaves the positive-semidefinite cone invariant, Gurvits
consider the question of the existence (and computation) of positive-definite matrices P1, P2 ∈ Sq++
such that the rescaled operator T˜ = (P1 ⊗ P1) ◦ T ◦ (P2 ⊗ P2) has the property that T˜(I) =
T˜′(I) = I, i.e., the identity matrix is an eigenmatrix of the rescaled operator T˜ and its adjoint
[32]. This problem is an operator analog of the classical problem of transforming entrywise square
nonnegative matrices to doubly stochastic matrices by diagonal congruence scaling. This matrix
scaling problem was originally studied by Sinkhorn [50], and he developed an iterative solution
technique that is known as Sinkhorn scaling. Gurvits developed an operator analog of classical
Sinkhorn scaling that proceeds by alternately performing the updates T←
(
T(I)−
1
2 ⊗ T(I)−12
)
◦T
and T← T◦
(
T′(I)−
1
2 ⊗ T′(I)−12
)
; this sequence of operations is known as the Operator Sinkhorn
iteration. The next theorem concerning the convergence of this iterative method is proved in [32].
Following the terminology in [32], a linear operator T : Sq → Sq is rank-indecomposable if it satisfies
the inequality rank (T(Z)) ≥ rank(Z) for all Z  0 with 1 ≤ rank(Z) < q; this condition is an
operator analog of a matrix being irreducible.
Theorem 3. ([32, Theorem 4.6 and 4.7]) Let T : Sq → Sq be a rank-indecomposable linear operator.
There exist unique positive-definite matrices P1, P2 ∈ Sq++ with det(P1) = 1 such that T˜ = (P1 ⊗
P1) ◦ T ◦ (P2 ⊗ P2) satisfies the conditions T˜(I) = T˜′(I) = I. Moreover, the Operator Sinkhorn
Iteration initialized with T converges to T˜.
Remark. The condition det(P1) = 1 is imposed purely to avoid the ambiguity that arises from
setting P1 ← αP1 and P2 ← 1αP2 for positive scalars α. Other than this degree of freedom, there
are no other positive-definite matrices that satisfy the property that the rescaled operator T˜ in this
theorem as well as its adjoint both have the identity as a eigenmatrix.
These ideas and results are directly relevant in our context as follows. For any linear map
L : Rq×q → Rd, we may associate an operator TL : Sq → Sq defined as TL(Z) = 1q
∑d
i=1 LiZLi′,
which has the property that it leaves the positive-semidefinite cone invariant. Rescaling the operator
TL via positive-definite matrices P1, P2 ∈ Sq++ to obtain T˜L = (P1⊗P1)◦T◦ (P2⊗P2) corresponds
to conjugating the component linear functionals {Li}di=1 of L by P1 and P2. Consequently, rescaling
TL so that T˜L = (P1⊗P1)◦TL ◦ (P2⊗P2) and its adjoint both have the identity as an eigenmatrix
is equivalent to composing L by a positive-definite rank-preserver N = P1 ⊗ P2 so that L ◦ N
is normalized. Based on this correspondence Algorithm 1 gives a specialization of the general
Operator Sinkhorn Iteration to our setting for normalizing a linear map L. We also have the
following corollary to Theorem 3:
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Corollary 4. Let L : Rq×q → Rd be a linear map, and suppose rank
(∑d
i=1 LiZLi′
)
≥ rank(Z) for
all Z  0 with 1 ≤ rank(Z) < q (i.e., the operator TL(Z) = 1q
∑d
i=1 LiZLi′ is rank-indecomposable).
There exists a unique positive-definite rank-preserver NL : Rq×q → Rq×q such that L ◦ NL is
normalized. Moreover, Algorithm 1 initialized with L converges to L ◦ NL.
Proof : Follows from Theorem 3.
Generic linear maps L : Rq×q → Rd (for d ≥ 2) satisfy the condition rank
(∑d
i=1 LiZLi′
)
≥
rank(Z) for all Z  0 with 1 ≤ rank(Z) < q. Therefore, this assumption in Corollary 4 is
not particularly restrictive. The polynomial-time complexity of the (general) Operator Sinkhorn
iterative procedure – in terms of the number of iterations required to obtain a desired accuracy
to the fixed-point – has recently been established in [27]. In summary, this approach provides a
computationally tractable method to normalize linear maps, and consequently to associate a unique
regularizer to a collection of equivalent factorizations.
2.3 An Alternating Update Algorithm for Matrix Factorization
Given the resolution of the identifiability issues in the preceding two sections, we are now in
a position to describe an algorithmic approach for computing a factorization (3) of a data ma-
trix Y = [y(1)| · · · |y(n)] ∈ Rd×n to obtain a semidefinite regularizer that promotes the type of
structure contained in Y . Specifically, given a target dimension q, our objective is to obtain a
normalized linear map L : Rq×q → Rd and a collection {X(j)}nj=1 of low-rank matrices such that∑n
i=1 ‖y(j) − L(X(j))‖2`2 is minimized. Our procedure is an alternating update technique that se-
quentially updates the low-rank X(j)’s followed by an update of L. We assume that our algorithm is
provided with a data matrix Y ∈ Rd×n, a target dimension q, and an initial guess for the normalized
map L. Our method is summarized in Algorithm 3.
2.3.1 Updating the low-rank matrices {X(j)}nj=1
In this stage a normalized linear map L : Rq×q → Rd is fixed, and the objective is to find low-rank
matrices {X(j)}nj=1 such that y(j) ≈ L(X(j)) for each j = 1, . . . , n, i.e., for each j = 1, . . . , n, we
are required to find a low-rank matrix near an affine space. Without the requirement that the
X(j)’s be low-rank, such linear inverse problems are ill-posed in our context as q2 is typically taken
to be larger than d. With the low-rank restriction, this problem is well-posed and it is known
as the affine rank minimization problem. This problem is NP-hard in general [41]. However, due
to its prevalence in a range of application domains [25, 47], significant efforts have been devoted
towards the development of tractable heuristics that are useful in practice and that succeed on
certain families of problem instances. We describe next two popular heuristics for this problem.
The first approach – originally proposed by Fazel in her thesis [25] and subsequently analyzed
in [12, 47] – is based on a convex relaxation in which the rank constraint is replaced by the nuclear
norm penalty, which leads to the following convex program:
Xˆ = arg min
X∈Rq×q
1
2‖y − L(X)‖2`2 + λ‖X‖?. (4)
Here y ∈ Rd and L : Rq×q → Rd are the problem data specifying the affine space near which we seek
a low-rank solution, and the parameter λ > 0 provides a tradeoff between fidelity to the data (i.e.,
fit to the specified affine space) and rank of the solution Xˆ. This problem is a semidefinite program
and it can solved to a desired precision in polynomial-time using standard software [42, 57].
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Algorithm 2 Obtaining a low-rank matrix near an affine space via Singular Value Projection
Input: A linear map L : Rq×q → Rd, a point y ∈ Rd, a target rank r, an initial guess X ∈ Rq×q,
and a damping parameter ν ∈ (0, 1]
Require: A matrix Xˆ of rank at most r such that ‖y − L(Xˆ)‖`2 is minimized, i.e., solve (5)
Initialization X = 0
Algorithm: Repeat until convergence
1. X ← X + νL′(y − L(X)) (i.e., take a gradient step with respect to the objective of (5))
2. Compute top-r singular vectors and singular values of X: Ur, Vr ∈ Rq×r, Σr ∈ Rr×r
3. X ← UrΣrV ′r
Another popular method for the affine rank minimization problem is based on directly attempt-
ing to solve the following non-convex optimization problem via alternating projection for a specified
rank r < q:
Xˆ = arg min
X∈Rq×q
‖y − L(X)‖2`2
s.t. rank(X) ≤ r.
(5)
This problem is intractable to solve globally in general, but the heuristic described in Algorithm
2 provides an approach that provably succeeds under certain conditions [29, 34]. The utility of
this method in comparison to the convex program (4) is that applying the procedure described in
Algorithm 2 is much more tractable in large-scale settings in comparison to solving (4).
The analyses in [26, 29, 34, 47] rely on the map L satisfying the following type of restricted
isometry condition introduced in [47]:
Definition 2. Consider a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd. For each k = 1, . . . , q the restricted isometry
constant of order k is defined as the smallest δk(L) such that:
1− δk(L) ≤
‖L(X)‖2`2
‖X‖2F
≤ 1 + δk(L)
for all matrices X ∈ Rq×q with rank less than or equal to k.
If a linear map L has a small restricted isometry constant for some order k, then the affine rank
minimization problem is, in some sense, well-posed when restricted to matrices of rank less than or
equal to k. The results in [26, 29, 34, 47] go much further by demonstrating that if y = L(X?) + 
for  ∈ Rd and with rank(X?) ≤ r, and if the map L satisfies a bound on the restricted isometry
constant δ4r(L), then both the convex program (4) as well as the procedure in Algorithm 2 applied
to solve (5) provide solutions Xˆ such that ‖Xˆ −X?‖F . C‖‖`2 . Due to the qualitative similarity
in the performance guarantees for these approaches, either of them is appropriate as a subroutine
for updating the X(j)’s in our alternating update method for computing a factorization of a given
data matrix Y ∈ Rd×n. Algorithm 3 is therefore stated in a general manner to retain this flexibility.
In our main theoretical result in Section 3.3, we assume that the X(j)’s are updated by solving
(5) using the heuristic outlined in Algorithm 2; our analysis could equivalently be carried out by
assuming that the X(j)’s are updated by solving (4).
2.3.2 Updating the linear map L
In this stage the low-rank matrices {X(j)}nj=1 are fixed and the goal is to obtain a normalized linear
map L such that ∑ni=1 ‖y(j) − L(X(j))‖2`2 is minimized. Our procedure for this update consists of
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Algorithm 3 Computing a factorization via alternating updates
Input: A data matrix Y = [y(1)| · · · |y(n)] ∈ Rd×n, a target dimension q, an initial guess for a
normalized linear map L : Rq×q → Rd, a target rank r < q
Require: A normalized linear map Lˆ : Rq×q → Rd and a collection of matrices {Xˆ(j)}nj=1 with
rank at most r such that
∑n
i=1 ‖y(j) − Lˆ(Xˆ(j))‖2`2 is minimized
Algorithm: Repeat until convergence
1.[Update X(j)’s; L fixed] Obtain matrices {X(j)}nj=1 of rank at most r such that
∑n
i=1 ‖y(j) −
L(X(j))‖2`2 is minimized. This can be accomplished either via Algorithm 2 or by solving (4) for a
suitable choice of λ.
2.[Update L; X(j)’s fixed] L˜ ← arg min
L¯:Rq×q→Rd
L¯ is a linear map
∑n
i=1 ‖y(j) − L¯(X(j))‖2`2
3.[Normalize L] Normalize updated linear map from previous step using Algorithm 1.
two steps. First we solve the following least-squares problem:
L˜ = arg min
L¯:Rq×q→Rd
L¯ is a linear map
n∑
i=1
‖y(j) − L¯(X(j))‖2`2 (6)
This problem can be solved, for example, via a pseudoinverse computation. Next, we apply the
procedure described in Algorithm 1 to the updated L˜ obtained from (6) in order to normalize it.
2.4 Comparison with Dictionary Learning
As described in Section 1.1, the dictionary learning literature considers the following factorization
problem: given a collection of data points {y(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rd and a target dimension p, find a linear
map L : Rp → Rd and a collection of sparse vectors {x(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rp such that y(j) = Lx(j) for each j.
As with (3), the linear map L does not lead to a unique polyhedral regularizer. Specifically, for any
linear sparsity-preserver M : Rp → Rp, there is an equivalent factorization in which the linear map
is LM . In parallel to Corollary 2, one can check that M is a sparsity-preserver if and only if M is
a composition of a positive-definite diagonal matrix and a signed permutation matrix. Since the `1
ball is invariant under the action of a signed permutation, the main source of difficulty in obtaining
a unique regularizer from a factorization is due to sparsity-preservers that are positive-definite
diagonal matrices. A common convention in dictionary learning that addresses this uniqueness
issue is to require that each of the columns of L has unit Euclidean norm; for a generic linear
map L, there is a unique positive-definite diagonal matrix D such that LD consists of unit-norm
columns. Adopting a similar reasoning as in Section 2.2, one can check that this normalization
resolves the issue of associating a unique regularizer to an equivalence of factorizations.
The most popular approach for computing a factorization in dictionary learning is based on
alternately updating the map L and the sparse vectors {x(j)}nj=1. For a fixed linear map L, updating
the x(j)’s entails the solution of a sparse linear inverse problem for each j. That is, for each j
we seek a sparse vector x(j) in the affine space y(j) = Lx. Although this problem in NP-hard in
general, there is a significant literature on tractable heuristics that succeed under suitable conditions
[13, 14, 17, 22, 23, 24]; indeed, this work predates and served as a foundation for the literature
on the affine rank minimization problem. Prominent examples include the lasso [56], which is a
convex relaxation approach akin to (4), and iterative hard thresholding [9], which is analogous
to Algorithm 2. For a fixed collection {x(j)}nj=1, the linear map L is then updated by solving a
least-squares problem followed by a rescaling of the columns so that they have unit Euclidean norm.
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We note that each step in this procedure has a direct parallel to a corresponding step of Al-
gorithm 3. In summary, our proposed approach for obtaining a semidefinite regularizer via matrix
factorization is a generalization of previous methods in the dictionary learning literature for ob-
taining a polyhedral regularizer.
3 Convergence Analysis of Our Algorithm
This section describes the main theoretical result on the local convergence of our algorithm. We
begin by discussing the setup and an outline of our analysis in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 respectively.
The statement of our main theorem with deterministic conditions is given in Section 3.3, and we
describe natural random ensembles that satisfy these deterministic conditions with high probability
in Section 3.4. The proof of our theorem is discussed in Section 3.5.
3.1 Theoretical Setup
The setup underlying our main theorem is as follows. We assume that we are given a collection of
data points {y(j)?}nj=1 ⊂ Rd with each y(j)
?
= L?
(
X(j)
?
)
, where L? : Rq×q → Rd is a linear map
and {X(j)?}nj=1 ⊂ Rq×q is a collection of low-rank matrices. Without loss of generality, we may
take L? to be normalized and surjective. Our objective is to obtain a linear map Lˆ : Rq×q → Rd
with the property that the image of the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q under L? is the same as it is
under Lˆ. To this end, we seek a linear map Lˆ that can be expressed as the composition of L? with
an orthogonal rank-preserver (recall that the nuclear norm ball is invariant under the action of an
orthogonal rank-preserver).
As this goal is distinct from the more restrictive requirement that Lˆ must equal L?, we need an
appropriate measure of the “distance” of a linear map to L?. A convenient approach to addressing
this issue is to express a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd in terms of L? as follows, given any linear
rank-preserver M : Rq×q → Rq×q:
L = L? ◦ (I + E) ◦M, (7)
Here I ∈ L(Rq×q) is the identity map and the error term E = L?+ ◦ (L ◦M−1 − L?) ∈ L(Rq×q);
the assumption that L? is surjective is key as L?+ is the right-inverse of L?. By varying the rank-
preserver M in (7) the error term E changes. If there exists an orthogonal rank-preserver M such
that the corresponding error E is small, then in some sense the image of the nuclear norm ball
under L is close to the image under L?. This observation suggests that the closeness between L
and L? may be measured as the smallest error E that one can obtain by varyingM over the set of
orthogonal rank-preservers. The following result suggests that one can in fact varyM over all rank-
preservers, provided we have the additional condition that L is also normalized. The additional
flexibility provided by varyingM over all rank-preservers is well-suited to characterizing the effects
of normalization via Operator Sinkhorn scaling in our analysis, as described in the next section.
Proposition 5. Suppose L,L? : Rq×q → Rd are normalized linear maps such that (i) L? satisfies
the restricted isometry condition δ1(L?) ≤ 1/10, and (ii) L = L? ◦ (I + E) ◦M for a linear rank-
preserver M with ‖E‖eu ≤ 1/(150√q‖L?‖2). Then there exists an orthogonal rank-preserver Mor
such that ‖Mor −M‖2 ≤ 300√q‖L?‖2‖E‖eu.
In words, if both L and L? are normalized and if there exists a rank-preserver M such that
‖E‖eu is small in (7), then M is close to an orthogonal rank-preserver2; in turn, this implies that
2The restricted isometry condition in Proposition 5 is a mild one; we require a stronger restricted isometry
condition on L? in Theorem 9.
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the image of the nuclear norm ball under L? is close to the image of the nuclear norm ball under
L. These observations motivate the following definition as a measure of the distance between
normalized linear maps L?,L : Rq×q → Rd for surjective L?:
ξL?(L) := inf{‖E‖eu | ∃E ∈ L(Rq×q) and a rank-preserverM∈ Rq×q s.t. L = L? ◦(I+E)◦M}. (8)
In Section 3.3, our main result gives conditions under which the sequence of normalized linear maps
obtained from Algorithm 3 converges to L? in terms of the distance measure ξ.
3.2 An Approach for Proving a Local Convergence Result
We describe a high-level approach for proving a local convergence result, which motivates the
definition of the key parameters that govern the performance of our algorithm. Our proof strategy is
to demonstrate that under appropriate conditions the sequence of normalized iterates L(t) obtained
from Algorithm 3 satisfies ξL?(L(t+1)) ≤ γξL?(L(t)) for a suitable γ < 1. To bound ξL?(L(t+1)) with
respect to ξL?(L(t)), we consider each of the three steps in Algorithm 3. Fixing notation before we
proceed, let L(t) = L? ◦ (I + E(t))◦M(t) for some linear rank-preserverM(t) and for a corresponding
error term E(t). Our objective is to show that there exists a linear rank-preserver M(t+1) and
corresponding error term E(t+1) with L(t+1) = L? ◦ (I + E(t+1)) ◦ M(t+1), so that ‖E(t+1)‖eu is
suitably bounded above in terms of E(t). By taking limits we obtain the desired result in terms of
ξL?(L(t)) and ξL?(L(t+1)).
The first step of Algorithm 3 involves the solution of the following optimization problem for
each j = 1, . . . , n:
Xˆ(j) = arg minX∈Rq×q
∥∥∥y(j)? − L(t)(X)∥∥∥2
`2
s.t. rank(X) ≤ r.
As L(t) = L?◦(I+E(t))◦M(t) and as y(j)? = L?
(
X(j)
?
)
, the preceding problem can be reformulated
in the following manner:
M(t)(Xˆ(j)) = arg minX˜∈Rq×q
∥∥∥L? ◦ (I + E(t))(X?)− L? ◦ E(t)(X?) + L? ◦ (I + E(t))(X˜)∥∥∥2
`2
s.t. rank(X˜) ≤ r.
If L? ◦ (I + E(t)) satisfies a suitable restricted isometry condition, then the results in [29, 34] (as
described in Section 2.3.1) imply that M(t)(Xˆ(j)) ≈ X(j)?. In other words, if ‖E(t)‖eu is small and
if L? satisfies a restricted isometry condition, then M(t)(Xˆ(j)) ≈ X(j)?; the following result states
matters formally:
Proposition 6. Let L? : Rq×q → Rd be a linear map such that (i) L? is normalized, and (ii) L?
satisfies the restricted isometry condition δ4r(L?) ≤ 120 . Suppose L = L? ◦ (I + E) ◦M such that (i)
M is a linear rank-preserver, and (ii) ‖E‖eu ≤ 150 min{ 1√q , 1‖L?‖2 }. Finally, suppose y = L?(X?),
where X? ∈ Rq×q is a rank-r matrix such that σr(X?) ≥ σ1(X?)/2, and that Xˆ is the optimal
solution to
Xˆ = arg minX∈Rq×q ‖y − L(X)‖2`2 s.t. rank(X) ≤ r. (9)
Then
M(Xˆ) = X? − PT (X?)
[(
L?′T (X?)L?T (X?)
)−1]
T (X?)
PT (X?) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E (X?) +G,
where ‖G‖F ≤ 1500r5/2‖L?‖22‖X?‖2‖E‖2eu.
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In this proposition, the conclusion is well-defined as the linear map L?′T (X?)L?T (X?) : T (X?) →
T (X?) is invertible due to the restricted isometry condition on L? (see Lemma 13). The proof
appears in Appendix F, and it relies primarily on the first-order optimality conditions of the problem
(5). To ensure that the conditions required by this proposition hold, we assume in our main theorem
in Section 3.3 that L? satisfies the restricted isometry property for rank-r matrices and that the
initial guess L(0) that is supplied to Algorithm 3 is such that ξL?(L(0)) is small (with a sufficiently
good initial guess and by an inductive hypothesis, we have that there exists an error term E(t) at
iteration t such that ‖E(t)‖eu is small).
The second step of Algorithm 3 entails the solution of a least-squares problem. To describe
the implications of this step in detail, we consider the linear maps X? : z 7→ ∑nj=1X(j)?zj and
Xˆ : z 7→∑nj=1 Xˆ(j)zj from Rn to Rq×q. With this notation, the second step of Algorithm 3 results
in the linear map L(t) being updated as follows:
L˜(t+1) = L? ◦ X? ◦ Xˆ+. (10)
In order for the normalized version of L˜(t+1) to be close to L? (in terms of the distance measure
ξ), we require a deeper understanding of the structure of X? ◦ Xˆ+, which is the focus of the next
proposition. This result relies on the set {X(j)?}nj=1 being suitably isotropic, as characterized by
the quantities ∆
(
{X(j)?}nj=1
)
and Λ
(
{X(j)?}nj=1
)
.
Proposition 7. Let {A(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rq×q and {B(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rq×q be two collections of matrices, and
let A : z 7→ ∑nj=1A(j)zj and B : z 7→ ∑nj=1B(j)zj be linear maps from Rn to Rq×q associated
to these ensembles. Let Q : Rq×q → Rq×q be any invertible linear operator and denote ω =
maxj
∥∥Q(B(j))−A(j)∥∥
F
. If ω ≤
√
Λ({A(j)}nj=1)
20 and if
∆({A(j)}nj=1)
Λ({A(j)}nj=1)
≤ 16 , then
A ◦B+ =
I− 1
nΛ
(
{A(j)}nj=1
) n∑
j=1
(
Q(B(j))−A(j)
)
A(j) + F
 ◦ Q, (11)
where ‖F‖eu ≤ 16q ω2Λ({A(j)}nj=1) + 2q
ω∆({A(j)}nj=1)
Λ({A(j)}nj=1)
3/2 .
The proof of this proposition appears in Appendix G, and it consists of two key elements.
First, as ω is bounded, the operator X? ◦ Xˆ+ may be approximated as X? ◦ X?+ ◦M(t). Second,
as the set {X(j)?}nj=1 is near-isotropic based on the assumptions involving ∆
(
{X(j)?}nj=1
)
and
Λ
(
{X(j)?}nj=1
)
, one can show that X? ◦ X?+ can be expanded suitably around the identity map I.
The final step of our analysis is to consider the effect of normalization on the map L˜(t) in
(10). Denoting the positive-definite rank-preserver that normalizes L˜(t+1) by NL˜(t+1) , we have from
Propositions 6 and 7 that the normalized map L(t+1) obtained after the application of the Operator
Sinkhorn iterative procedure to L˜(t+1) can be expressed as:
L(t+1) = L? ◦
I− 1
nΛ
(
{X(j)?}nj=1
) n∑
j=1
(
M(t)(Xˆ(j))−X(j)?
)
X(j)? + F
 ◦M(t) ◦ NL˜(t+1) ,
where F ∈ L(Rq×q) is suitably bounded. As M(t) and NL˜(t+1) are both rank-preservers, we need
to prove that the expression within parentheses I − 1
nΛ({X(j)?}nj=1)
∑n
j=1
(
M(t)(Xˆ(j))−X(j)?
)

16
X(j)
?
+ F is well-approximated as a rank-preserver so that ξL?(L(t+1)) is suitably controlled. To
make progress on this front, we note that I = I⊗I is a rank-preserver. Therefore, if − 1
nΛ({X(j)?}nj=1)∑n
j=1
(
M(t)(Xˆ(j))−X(j)?
)
 X(j)? + F is small, a natural approach to characterizing how close
I − 1
nΛ({X(j)?}nj=1)
∑n
j=1
(
M(t)(Xˆ(j))−X(j)?
)
 X(j)? + F is to a rank-preserver is to express this
quantity in terms of the following tangent space at I with respect to the set of rank-preservers acting
on the space of q × q matrices:
W = span{I ⊗W1 +W2⊗ I | W1,W2 ∈ Rq×q} (12)
The next result gives such an expression.
Proposition 8. Suppose D : Rq×q → Rq×q is a linear operator such that ‖D‖eu ≤ 1/10 and
I : Rq×q → Rq×q is the identity operator. Then we have that
I + D = (I + PW⊥(D) + M) ◦W
where M : Rq×q → Rq×q is a linear operator such that ‖M‖eu ≤ 5‖D‖2eu/
√
q and W : Rq×q → Rq×q
is a linear rank-preserver such that ‖W − I‖2 ≤ 3‖D‖eu/√q. Here, the space W is as defined in
(12).
The proof of this proposition appears in Appendix H. As detailed in the proof of Theorem
9 in Section 3.5, one can combine the preceding three results along with the observation that
c PT (X?) 
[(
L?T (X?)′L?T (X?)
)−1]
T (X?)→Rq×q
 c˜ PT (X?) for suitable constants c, c˜ > 0 (from
Lemma 13 in Section 3.5 based on L? satisfying a suitable restricted isometry condition) to conclude
that there exists an error term E(t+1) at iteration t + 1 (corresponding to the error term E(t) at
iteration t that we fixed at the beginning of this argument) such that
E(t+1) =PW⊥ ◦
 1
nΛ({X(j)?}nj=1)
n∑
j=1
(
X(j)
? X(j)?
)
⊗ PT (X(j)?)
 (L?′L? ◦ E(t)) + PW⊥(F)
+O(‖E(t)‖2eu).
(13)
Thus, there are two ‘significant’ terms in this expression that govern the size of ‖E(t+1)‖eu. To
control the first term, we require a bound on the following operator norm:
Ω({X(j)?}nj=1) :=
∥∥∥∥∥∥PW⊥ ◦
 1
n
n∑
j=1
(
X(j)
? X(j)?
)
⊗ PT (X(j)?)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
. (14)
Note that this operator belongs to L(L(Rq×q)). In Section 3.5 we show that the first significant
term in (13) is bounded as
2‖L?‖22Ω({X(j)
?}nj=1)
Λ({X(j)?}nj=1)
‖E(t)‖eu. For the second term in (13), we show in
Section 3.5 that ‖F‖eu . q
2‖L?‖2∆({X(j)?}nj=1)
Λ({X(j)?}nj=1)
‖E(t)‖eu based on a bound on ξL?(L(0)) on the initial
guess. Consequently, two of the key assumptions in Theorem 9 concern bounds on the quantities
Ω({X(j)?}nj=1)
Λ({X(j)?}nj=1)
and
∆({X(j)?}nj=1)
Λ({X(j)?}nj=1)
.
We note that the Operator Sinkhorn scaling procedure for normalization is crucial in our algo-
rithm. Aside from addressing the identifiability issues as discussed in Section 2.1, the incorporation
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of this method also plays an important role in the convergence of Algorithm 3. Specifically, if we
do not apply this procedure in each iteration of Algorithm 3, then the estimate of L? at the end
of iteration t+ 1 would be L˜(t+1) from (10). In analyzing how close the image of the nuclear norm
ball under L˜(t+1) is to the image of the nuclear norm ball under L?, we would need to consider
how close X? ◦ Xˆ+ is to an orthogonal rank-preserver as opposed to an arbitrary rank preserver; in
particular, we cannot apply Proposition 5 as L˜(t+1) is not normalized. In analogy to the discussion
preceding Proposition 8 and by noting that I = I ⊗ I is an orthogonal rank-preserver, we could
attempt to express X? ◦ Xˆ+ in terms of the following tangent space at I with respect to the set of
orthogonal rank-preservers:
S = span{I ⊗ S1 + S2⊗ I | S1, S2 ∈ Rq×q and skew-symmetric}. (15)
Following similar reasoning as in the preceding paragraph, the convergence rate of our algorithm
without normalization would be governed by
∥∥∥PS⊥ ◦ [ 1n∑nj=1 (X(j)? X(j)?)⊗ PT (X(j)?)]∥∥∥2. This
operator norm is, in general, much larger than the quantity Ω({X(j)?}nj=1) defined in (14) as
S ⊂ W, which can in turn affect the convergence of our algorithm. In particular, for a nat-
ural random ensemble {X(j)?}nj=1 of low-rank matrices described in Proposition 12 in Section
3.4, the condition on Ω({X(j)?}nj=1) in Theorem 9 is satisfied while the analogous condition on∥∥∥PS⊥ ◦ [ 1n∑nj=1 (X(j)? X(j)?)⊗ PT (X(j)?)]∥∥∥2 is violated (both of these conclusions hold with
high probability), thus highlighting the importance of the inclusion of the normalization step for
the convergence of our method; see the remarks following Proposition 12 for details.
3.3 Main Result
The following theorem gives the main result concerning the local convergence of our algorithm:
Theorem 9. Let y(j) = L?
(
X(j)
?
)
, j = 1, . . . , n, where L? : Rq×q → Rd is a linear map and{
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
⊂ Rq×q. Suppose the collection
{
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
⊂ Rq×q satisfies the following conditions:
1. There exists r < q and s > 0 such that rank
(
X(j)
?
)
= r and s ≥ σ1
(
X(j)
?
)
≥ σr
(
X(j)
?
)
≥
s/2 for each j = 1, . . . , n;
2.
Ω
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
) ≤ d
40q2
; and
3.
∆
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
) ≤ √d
150q3
.
Suppose the linear map L? : Rq×q → Rd satisfies the following conditions:
1. L? satisfies the restricted isometry condition δ4r(L?) ≤ 120 , where r is the rank of each X(j)
?
;
2. L? is normalized and surjective; and
3. ‖L?‖22 ≤ 5q
2
d .
If we supply Algorithm 3 with a normalized initial guess L(0) : Rq×q → Rd with ξL?(L(0)) <
1
36000q7/2r2‖L?‖22
, then the sequence {L(t)} produced by the algorithm satisfies lim supt→∞ ξL? (L
(t+1))
ξL? (L(t)) ≤
18
2‖L?‖22
Ω
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
) + 15q2‖L?‖2 ∆
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
) < 1. In other words, ξL?(L(t)) → 0 with the rate
of convergence bounded above by 2‖L?‖22
Ω
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
) + 15q2‖L?‖2 ∆
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)?}n
j=1
) . We assume here
that Step 1 of Algorithm 3 is computed via Algorithm 2.
Remarks. (i) In this result the assumption that Step 1 of Algorithm 3 is computed via
Algorithm 2 is made for the sake of concreteness. A similar result and proof are possible if Step
1 of Algorithm 3 is instead computed by solving (4) for a suitable choice of the regularization
parameter. (ii) In conjunction with Proposition 5, this result implies that we obtain a linear map
Lˆ upon convergence of our algorithm such that the image of the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q under
Lˆ is the same as it is under L?.
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 3.5. In words, our result states that under a re-
stricted isometry condition on the linear map L? and an isotropy condition on the low-rank matrices{
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
, Algorithm 3 is locally linearly convergent to the appropriate semidefinite-representable
regularizer that promotes the type of structure contained in the data
{
L?
(
X(j)
?
)}n
j=1
. The re-
stricted isometry condition on L? ensures that the geometry of the set of points
{
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
in
Rq×q is (approximately) preserved in the lower-dimensional space Rd. The isotropy condition on
the collection
{
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
ensures that we have observations that lie on most of the low-dimensional
faces of the regularizer, which gives us sufficient information to reconstruct the regularizer.
Results of this flavor have previously been obtained in the classical dictionary learning liter-
ature [1, 4], although our analysis is more challenging in comparison to this prior work for two
reasons. First, two nearby sparse vectors with the same number of nonzero entries have the same
support, while two nearby low-rank matrices with the same rank have different row/column spaces;
geometrically, this translates to the point that two nearby sparse vectors have the same tangent
space with respect to a suitably defined variety of sparse vectors, while two nearby low-rank ma-
trices generically have different tangent spaces with respect to an appropriate variety of low-rank
matrices. Second (and more significant), the normalization step in classical dictionary learning is
simple – corresponding to scaling the columns of a matrix to have unit Euclidean norm, as dis-
cussed in Section 2.4 – while the normalization step in our setting based on Operator Sinkhorn
scaling is substantially more complicated. Indeed, one of the key aspects of our analysis is the
relation between the stability properties of Operator Sinkhorn scaling and the tangent spaces to
varieties of low-rank matrices, as is evident from the appearance of the parameter Ω
({
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
)
in Theorem 9.
Theorem 9 provides conditions under which our algorithm exhibits local linear convergence to a
linear map Lˆ that specifies the same regularizer as L?. However, in practice we do not have access
to L? and we require a stopping criterion to decide when to terminate our algorithm. To this end,
the next result states that under the same conditions as in Theorem 9, the sequence of iterates
{L(t)} obtained from our algorithm also converges (the limit point is generically different from L?,
although they specify the same regularizer):
Proposition 10. Under the same setup and assumptions as in Theorem 9, the sequence of iterates
{L(t)} obtained from our algorithm is a Cauchy sequence.
This result is proved in Appendix I.
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3.4 Ensembles Satisfying the Conditions of Theorem 9
Theorem 9 gives deterministic conditions on the underlying data under which our algorithm recovers
the correct regularizer. In this section we demonstrate that these conditions are in fact satisfied
with high probability by certain natural random ensembles. Our first result states that random
Gaussian linear maps upon normalization satisfy the requirements on the linear map in Theorem
9:
Proposition 11. Let L˜ : Rq×q → Rd be a linear map in which each of the d component linear
functionals are specified by matrices L˜i ∈ Rq×q with i.i.d random Gaussian entries with mean zero
and variance 1/d. Let L represent a normalized map obtained by composing L˜ with a positive-
definite rank-preserver. Fix any δ < 1. Then there exist positive constants c1, c2, c3 depending only
on δ such that if d ≥ c1q(r + log q), then (i) δ4r(L) ≤ δ and (ii) ‖L‖2 ≤
√
5q2
d with probability
greater than 1− c2 exp(−c3d).
The proof of this result is given in Appendix D. As shown in [11] random Gaussian linear maps
from Rq×q to Rd satisfy the restricted isometry property for rank-4r matrices if d & rq (and this
bound is tight). Our result shows that under a slightly stronger assumption on d, ‘most’ linear
maps satisfy the more restrictive requirements of Theorem 9. Next we consider families of random
low-rank matrices:
Proposition 12. Let {X(j)}nj=1 be an ensemble of matrices generated as X(j) =
∑r
i=1 s
(j)
i u
(j)
i v
(j)′
i
with each U (j) = [u
(j)
1 | . . . |u(j)r ], V (j) = [v(j)1 | . . . |v(j)r ] ∈ Rq×r being drawn independently from the
Haar measure on q×r matrices with orthonormal columns, and each s(j)i being drawn independently
from D, where D is any distribution supported on [s/2, s] for some s > 0. Then for any 0 < t1 ≤ 1/4
and 0 < t2, the conditions (i)
∆
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
) ≤ t1 and (ii) Ω
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
) ≤ 80 rq + t2, are satisfied with
probability greater than 1 − 2q exp
(
− nt21
200q4
)
− q exp
(
− nt22
200q4
)
. In particular, the requirements in
Theorem 9 for d & rq are satisfied with high probability by the ensemble {X(j)}nj=1 provided n & q
10
d .
Considering the requirements of Theorem 9 in the regime d & rq is not restrictive as this
condition is necessary for the restricted isometry assumptions of Theorem 9 on L? to hold. The
proof of this result is given in Appendix B. Thus, in some sense, ‘most’ (sufficiently large) sets
of low-rank matrices satisfy the requirements of Theorem 9. We also note that for a collection
of low-rank matrices
{
X(j)
}n
j=1
generated according to the ensemble in this proposition, the ratio
∆
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
) → 0 as n → ∞, while one can show that the ratio Ω
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
)
Λ
(
{X(j)}n
j=1
)  rq as n → ∞.
Based on Theorem 9, this observation implies that for data generated according to the ensemble
in Proposition 12, the rate of convergence of Algorithm 3 improves with an increase in the amount
of data, but only up to a certain point beyond which the convergence rate plateaus. We illustrate
this property with a numerical experiment in Section 4.1.
Remark. It is critical in the preceding result that we project onto the orthogonal comple-
ment of the subspace W from (14) in the definition of Ω
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
. For a set of low-rank
matrices
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
drawn from the same ensemble as in Proposition 12, one can show that
‖PS⊥ ◦ 1n
∑n
j=1(X
(j) X(j))⊗ PT (X(j))‖2 > cΛ
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
for a constant c > 0 with high prob-
ability, where the subspace S is defined in (15). In the context of the discussion at the end of the
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preceding section, we have that the conditions of Theorem 9 are violated if we do not incorporate
the normalization step via Operator Sinkhorn scaling, which in turn impacts the convergence of
our algorithm.
3.5 Proof of Theorem 9
Before giving a proof of Theorem 9, we state two relevant lemmas that are proved in Appendix A.
Lemma 13. Suppose a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd satisfies the restricted isometry condition
δ2r(L) < 1. For any T := T (X) with X ∈ Rq×q and rank(X) ≤ r, we have that (i) 1 − δ2r ≤
λmin(L′T LT ) ≤ λmax(L′T LT ) ≤ 1 + δ2r, (ii) ‖(L′T LT )−1‖2 = ‖PT [(L′T LT )−1]T PT ‖2 ≤ 11−δ2r ,
(iii) ‖PT ◦ L′L‖2 ≤
√
1 + δ2r‖L‖2, and (iv) ‖PT [(L′T LT )−1]T PT ◦ L′L‖2 ≤
√
1+δ2r
1−δ2r ‖L‖2. HereL′T LT : T → T is a self-adjoint linear map.
Lemma 14. Let
{
X(j)
}n
j=1
⊂ Rq×q be a collection of matrices, and let smin := minj ‖X(j)‖2F and
smax := maxj ‖X(j)‖2F . Then sminq2 −∆
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ Λ
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ smax
q2
+ ∆
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
.
Proof of Theorem 9. To simplify the presentation of our proof we define the following quanti-
ties α0 := 36000q
7/2r2‖L?‖22, α1 := 1500r5/2‖L?‖22, α2 := 3
√
r‖L?‖2, α3 := 10q2‖L?‖2, α4 :=
5(q2/
√
r)α1, α5 := 80q
3α22, α6 := 5(q
2/
√
r)α2, and α7 := α3 + α6/6 + 1/4. The specific interpreta-
tion of these quantities is not essential to the proof – the pertinent detail is that they only depend
on q, r, ‖L?‖2.
To simplify notation in the proof we denote ∆ := ∆
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
, Λ := Λ
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
, and
Ω := Ω
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
. In addition we also denote T (j) := T (X(j)?). Our proof proceeds by establish-
ing the following assertion. Suppose that the t-th iterate L(t) is such that L(t) = L?◦(I+E(t))◦M(t),
where M(t) is a rank-preserver, and E(t) is a linear operator that satisfies ‖E(t)‖eu < 1/α0. Then
the t+1-th iterate is of the form L(t+1) = L? ◦ (I + E(t+1))◦M(t+1) for some rank-preserverM(t+1),
and some linear operator E(t+1) that satisfies
‖E(t+1)‖eu ≤ γ0‖E(t)‖eu + γ1‖E(t)‖2eu, (16)
where γ0 = 2‖L?‖22(Ω/Λ) + 15q2‖L?‖2(∆/Λ), and γ1 = α4 + α5 + 5α27/
√
q.
Before we prove this assertion, we note how it allows us to conclude the result. By taking the
infimum over E(t) on the right hand side of (16) and by noting that ξL?(L(0)) ≤ ‖E(t+1)‖eu, we have
ξL?(L(t+1)) ≤ γ0ξL?(L(t)) + γ1ξL?(L(t))2. (17)
One can check based on the initial assumption on ξL?(L(0)) that γ := γ0 + γ1ξL?(L(0)) < 1. By
employing an inductive argument one can establish that ξL?(L(t+1)) ≤ γξL?(L(t)). Thus ξL?(L(t)) ≤
γtξL?(L(0)) → 0 as t → ∞. By dividing the expression in (17) throughout by ξL?(L(t)), and
subsequently taking the limit t→∞, we obtain the asymptotic rate of convergence
lim sup
t→∞
ξL?(L(t+1))
ξL?(L(t))
≤ lim sup
t→∞
(
γ0 + γ1ξL?(L(t))
)
= γ0.
We proceed to prove the assertion.
[Applying Proposition 6]: Since ‖E(t)‖eu ≤ min{ 150√q , 150‖L?‖2 }, by applying Proposition 6 with
the choice of X? = X(j)
?
, E = E(t), M =M(t), and L?, we have for each j = 1, . . . , n that
M(t)(Xˆ(j))−X(j)? =−
[
PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(t)
](
X(j)
?)
+G(j), (18)
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where G(j) is a matrix that satisfies ‖G(j)‖F ≤ α1‖X(j)?‖2‖E(t)‖2eu.
[Applying Proposition 7]: First note that α1‖E(t)‖eu ≤ α1/α0 ≤
√
r‖L?‖2. Second by apply-
ing Lemma 14 to the ensemble
{
X(j)
?}n
j=1
, and noting that ∆ ≤ s2r/20q2 we have Λ ≥ s2r/5q2.
Third by applying these inequalities and Lemma 13 to (18) we have ‖M(t)(Xˆ(j)) − X(j)?‖F ≤
((
√
1 + δ4r)/(1 − δ4r))‖L?‖2‖X(j)?‖F ‖E(t)‖eu + α1‖X(j)?‖2‖E(t)‖2eu ≤ sα2/α0 ≤
√
Λ/20. Conse-
quently, by applying Proposition 7 with the collections of matrices
{
X(j)
?}n
j=1
and
{
Xˆ(j)
}n
j=1
, and
with Q =M(t), we have
X? ◦ Xˆ+ =
(
I +
1
nΛ
n∑
j=1
([
PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(t)
] (
X(j)
?
))
X(j)?
− 1
nΛ
n∑
j=1
G(j) X(j)? + F
)
◦M(t),
where X?, Xˆ are linear maps defined as X? : z 7→∑nj=1X(j)?zj , Xˆ : z 7→∑nj=1 Xˆ(j)zj , and
‖F‖eu ≤ 16q(s2/Λ)α22‖E(t)‖2eu + 2q(∆/Λ)(s/
√
Λ)α2‖E(t)‖eu ≤ α5‖E(t)‖2eu + α6(∆/Λ)‖E(t)‖eu. (19)
[Applying Proposition 8]: We define
D :=
1
nΛ
n∑
j=1
([PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]PT (j) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(t)](X(j)
?
))X(j)? − 1
nΛ
n∑
j=1
G(j) X(j)? + F.
Our next step is to bound ‖D‖eu. For any collection of matrices {A(j)}nj=1, {B(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rq×q one
has the inequality 1n‖
∑
j=1A
(j) ⊗ B(j)‖eu ≤ maxj ‖A(j) ⊗ B(j)‖eu = maxj ‖A(j)‖F ‖B(j)‖F . By
combining this inequality with Lemma 13 we obtain the bounds
1
nΛ
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
j=1
([PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]PT (j) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(t)](X(j)?))X(j)?
∥∥∥∥∥∥
eu
≤ 2s
2r‖L?‖2
Λ
‖E(t)‖eu ≤ α3‖E(t)‖eu, (20)
and
(1/nΛ)‖
n∑
j=1
G(j) X(j)?‖eu ≤ (α1s2
√
r/Λ)‖E(t)‖2eu ≤ α4‖E(t)‖2eu. (21)
Hence by combining (19), (20), and (21) we have ‖D‖eu ≤ α3‖E(t)‖eu + α4‖E(t)‖2eu + α5‖E(t)‖2eu +
α6(∆/Λ)‖E(t)‖eu ≤ α7‖E(t)‖eu ≤ α7/α0 ≤ 1/10. Consequently, by applying Proposition 8 with this
choice of D, we have
X? ◦ Xˆ+ = (I + PW⊥(D) + M) ◦W ◦M(t), ‖M‖eu ≤ (5α27/
√
q)‖E(t)‖2eu, (22)
for some rank-preserver W.
[Conclusion]: Recall from the description of the algorithm that the next iterate is given by
L(t+1) = L? ◦ X? ◦ Xˆ+ ◦ NL?◦X?◦Xˆ+ , where NL?◦X?◦Xˆ+ is the unique positive definite rank-preserver
that normalizes L? ◦ X? ◦ Xˆ+. We define E(t+1) := PW⊥(D) + M, and hence
L(t+1) = L? ◦ (I + E(t+1)) ◦M(t+1), (23)
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where M(t+1) = W ◦M(t) ◦ NL?◦X?◦Xˆ+ is a composition of rank-preservers, and hence is also a
rank-preserver. It remains to bound ‖E(t+1)‖eu.
As
∥∥∥PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j)∥∥∥2 ≤ 2 from Lemma 13, we have PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j)
 2PT (j) , and hence 2(X(j)
? X(j)?)⊗ PT (j)  (X(j)
? X(j)?)⊗ PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j) .
Moreover, since 2(X(j)
? X(j)?)⊗ PT (j) and (X(j)
? X(j)?)⊗ PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j) are
Kronecker products of positive semidefinite operators, they too are positive semidefinite operators,
and hence PW⊥ ◦ ( 2n
∑n
j=1(X
(j)?  X(j)?) ⊗ PT (j))2 ◦ PW⊥  PW⊥ ◦ ( 1n
∑n
j=1(X
(j)?  X(j)?) ⊗
PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j))2 ◦ PW⊥ . This implies the bound
2Ω ≥
∥∥∥∥∥∥PW⊥ ◦
 1
n
n∑
j=1
(X(j)
? X(j)?)⊗ PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
.
We combine this bound with the identity L(X)X = L ◦ (X X) to obtain
1
nΛ
∥∥∥∥PW⊥( n∑
j=1
([
PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(t)
](
X(j)
?))X(j)?)∥∥∥∥
eu
=
1
nΛ
∥∥∥∥[PW⊥ ◦ ( n∑
j=1
(
X(j)
? X(j)?
)⊗ PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j))](L?′L? ◦ E(t))∥∥∥∥
eu
≤ (2Ω/Λ)‖L?′L? ◦ E(t)‖eu ≤ (2Ω/Λ)‖L?‖22‖E(t)‖eu. (24)
From the definition of E(t+1) we have the relation
E(t+1) = PW⊥
(
1
nΛ
n∑
j=1
[PT (j) [(L?′T (j)L?T (j))−1]T (j)PT (j) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(t)]
(
X(j)
?)X(j)?
+
1
nΛ
n∑
j=1
G(j) X(j)? + F
)
+ M. (25)
Since PW⊥ is a projector we have (1/nΛ)‖PW⊥(
∑n
j=1G
(j)  X(j)?)‖eu ≤ (1/nΛ)‖
∑n
j=1G
(j) 
X(j)
?‖eu, and ‖PW⊥(F)‖eu ≤ ‖F‖eu. Hence, by applying the bounds (19), (21), (22), and (24) to
(25), we obtain
‖E(t+1)‖eu ≤
(
(2Ω/Λ)‖L?‖22 + α6(∆/Λ)
) ‖E(t)‖eu + (α4 + α5 + 5α27/√q) ‖E(t)‖2eu
≤ γ0‖E(t)‖eu + γ1‖E(t)‖2eu.
This completes the proof.
4 Numerical Experiments
4.1 Illustration with Synthetic Data
We begin with a demonstration of the utility of our algorithm in recovering a regularizer from
synthetic data. Our experiment qualitatively confirms the predictions of Theorem 9 regarding the
rate of convergence.
Setup. We generate a standard Gaussian linear map L : R7×7 → R30 and we normalize
it; denote the normalized version as L?. We generate data {y(j)}1000j=1 as y(j) = L?(u(j)v(j)
′
),
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Figure 2: Average number of iterations required to identify correct regularizer as a function of the
number of observations; each line represents a fixed noise level σ denoting the amount of corruption
in the initial guess (see Section 4.1 for details of the experimental setup).
where each u(j),v(j) is drawn independently from the Haar measure on the unit sphere in R7.
We generate standard Gaussian maps E(i) : R7×7 → R30, i = 1, . . . , 20 that are used to corrupt
L? in providing the initial guess to our algorithm. Specifically, for each σ ∈ {0.125, 0.25, . . . , 2.5}
and each E(i), i = 1, . . . , 20 we supply as initial guess to our algorithm the normalized version of
L? + σE(i). In addition we supply the subset {y(j)}mj=1 for each m ∈ {50, 100, . . . , 1000} to our
algorithm. The objective of this experiment is to investigate the role of the number of data points
(denoted by m) and the size of the error in the initial guess (denoted by σ) on the performance of
our algorithm.
Characterizing recovery of correct regularizer. Before discussing the results, we describe
a technique assessing whether our algorithm recovers the correct regularizer. In particular, as we do
not know of a tractable technique for computing the distance measure ξ between two linear maps
(8), we consider an alternative approach for computing the ‘distance’ between two linear maps. For
linear maps from Rq×q to Rd, we fix a set of unit-Euclidean-norm rank-one matrices
{
s(k)t(k)
′}`
k=1
,
where each s(k), t(k) ∈ Rq is drawn uniformly from the Haar measure on the sphere and ` is chosen
to be larger than q2. Given an estimate L : Rq×q → Rd of a linear map L? : Rq×q → Rd, we
compute the following
distL?(L) := 1
`
∑`
k=1
inf
X∈Rq×q
rank(X)≤1
∥∥∥L? (s(k)t(k)′)− L(X)∥∥∥2
2
. (26)
To compute the minimum for each term in the sum, we employ the heuristic described in Algorithm
2. If L? satisfies a suitable restricted isometry condition for rank-one matrices and if L is specified
as L? composed with a near-orthogonal rank-preserver, then we have that distL?(L) ≈ 0; in the
opposite direction, as ` > q2, we have that distL?(L) ≈ 0 implies ξL?(L) ≈ 0. In our setting with
q = 7 we set ` = 100. If our algorithm provides an estimate L such that distL?(L) < 10−3, then we
declare that our method has succeeded in recovering the correct regularizer.
Results. In Figure 2 we plot for each σ ∈ {0.125, 0.25, . . . , 2.5} the average number of iterations
– taken over the 20 different initial guesses specified by the normalized versions of L? + σE(i), i =
1, . . . , 20 – required for Algorithm 3 (with Step 1 computed by solving (5) via Algorithm 2) to
succeed in recovering the correct regularizer as a function of the number of data points m supplied
as input. The different curves in the figure correspond to different noise levels (specified by σ) in the
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Figure 3: Image patches (left) obtained from larger raw images (sample on the right).
initial guess; that is, the curves higher up in the figure are associated to larger noise levels. There
are two main conclusions to be drawn from this result. First, the average number of iterations
grows as the initial guess is of increasingly poorer quality. Second, and more interesting, is that
the number of iterations required for convergence improves with an increase in the number of input
data points, but only up to a certain stage beyond which the convergence rate seems to plateau (this
is a feature at every noise level in this plot). This observation confirms the predictions of Theorem
9 and of Proposition 12 (specifically, see the discussion immediately following this proposition).
4.2 Illustration with Natural Images
4.2.1 Representing Natural Image Patches
The first stage of this experiment contrasts projections of low-rank matrices and projections of
sparse vectors purely from the perspective of representing a collection of image patches.
Setup. We consider a dataset {y(j)}6480j=1 ∈ R64 of image patches. This data is obtained by
taking 8 × 8 patches from larger images of seagulls and considering these patches as well as their
rotations, as is common in the dictionary learning literature; Figure 3 gives an example of a seagull
image as well as several smaller patches. To ensure that we learned a centered and suitably isotropic
norm, we center the entire dataset to ensure that the average of the y(j)’s is the origin and then scale
each datapoint so that it has unit Euclidean norm. We apply Algorithm 3 (with Step 1 computed
by solving (5) via Algorithm 2) and the analog of this procedure for dictionary learning described
in Section 2.4. We assess the quality of the description of the dataset {y(j)}6480j=1 as a projection of
low-matrices (obtained using our approach) as opposed to a projection of sparse vectors (obtained
using dictionary learning).
Representation complexity. To assess the performance of each representation framework,
we require a characterization of the number of parameters needed to specify an image patch in each
representation as well as the resulting quality of approximation. Given a collection {y(j)}nj=1 ⊂ Rd,
suppose we represent each point as y(j) ≈ L(X(j)) for a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd and a rank-r
matrix X(j) ∈ Rq×q. The number of parameters required to specify each X(j) is 2qr − r2 and the
number of parameters required to specify L is dq2. Consequently, the average number of parameters
required to specify each y(j) is 2qr− r2 + dq2n . In a similar manner, if each y(j) ≈ Lx(j) for a linear
map L : Rp × Rd and a vector x(j) ∈ Rp with s nonzero coordinates, the average number of
parameters required to each y(j) is 2s+ dpn . In each case, we assess the quality of the approximation
by considering the average squared error over the entire set {y(j)}nj=1.
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Figure 4: Progression in mean-squared error with increasing number of iterations with random
initializations for learning a semidefinite regularizer (left) and a polyhedral regularizer (right).
Results. We initialize both our algorithm and the dictionary learning method with random
linear maps (suitably normalized in each case). Before contrasting the two approaches we highlight
the improvement in performance our method provides over a pure random linear map. Specifically,
Figure 4 shows for several random initializations that our algorithm (as well as the alternating up-
date method in dictionary learning) provides a significant refinement in approximation quality as
the number of iterations increases. Therefore, there is certainly value in employing our algorithm
(even with a random initialization) to obtain better representations than pure random projec-
tions of low-rank matrices. Next we proceed to a detailed comparison of the two representation
frameworks. We employ our approach to learn a representation of the image patch dataset with
q ∈ {9, 10, . . . , 15} and the values of the rank r chosen so that the overall representation complexity
lies in the range [17, 33]. Similarly, we employ dictionary learning with p ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 1400}
and the values of the sparsity level s chosen so that the overall representation complexity lies in the
range [17, 33]. The left sub-plot in Figure 5 gives a comparison of these two frameworks. (To inter-
pret the y-axis of the plot, note that the each data point is scaled to have unit norm.) Our approach
provides an improvement over dictionary learning for small levels of representation complexity and
is comparable at larger levels.
4.2.2 Denoising Natural Image Patches
We compare the performance of polyhedral and semidefinite regularizers in denoising natural image
patches corrupted by noise.
Setup. The 6480 data points from the previous experiment are designated as a training set.
Here we consider an additional collection {y(j)test}720j=1 ⊂ R64 of 8 × 8 test image patches obtained
from larger seagull images (as with the training set), and subsequently shifted by an average of
the pre-centered training set. We corrupt each of these test points by i.i.d. Gaussian noise to
obtain y
(j)
obs = y
(j)
test + w
(j), j = 1, . . . , 720, where each w(j) ∼ N (0, σ2I) with σ2 chosen so that the
average signal-to-noise ratio 1720
∑n
j=1
‖y(j)test‖2`2
64σ2
≈ 18. Our objective is to investigate the denoising
performance of the polyhedral and semidefinite regularizers (learned on the training set) on the
dataset {y(j)obs}720j=1. Specifically, we analyze the following proximal denoising procedure:
yˆdenoise = arg min
y∈R64
1
2‖yobs − y‖2`2 + λ‖y‖, (27)
where ‖ · ‖ is a regularizer learned on the training set and λ > 0 is a regularization parameter.
Computational complexity of regularizer. To compare the performances of different reg-
ularizers, it is instructive to consider the cost associated with employing a regularizer for denois-
ing. In particular, the regularizers learned on the training set have unit-balls that are specified
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Figure 5: Comparison between dictionary learning (blue) and our approach (red) in represent-
ing natural image patches (left); comparison between polyhedral (blue) and semidefinite (right)
regularizers in denoising natural image patches (right).
as linear images of the nuclear norm ball and the `1 ball. Consequently, the main cost associ-
ated with employing a regularizer is the computational complexity of solving the corresponding
proximal denoising problem (27). Thus, we analyze the normalized mean-squared denoising error
1
720
∑n
j=1
‖y(j)obs−y
(j)
denoise‖2`2
64σ2
of a regularizer as a function of the computational complexity of solving
(27). For a polyhedral norm ‖ · ‖ : Rd → R with unit ball specified as the image under a linear map
L : Rp → Rd of the `1 ball in Rp, we solve (27) as follows by representing the norm ‖ · ‖ in a lifted
manner:
yˆdenoise = arg min
x,z∈Rp
s,t∈R
1
2s+ λt s.t. ‖yobs − Lx‖2`2 ≤ s,
p∑
i=1
zi ≤ t,
(
z− x
z + x
)
≥ 0. (28)
To solve (28) to an accuracy  using an interior-point method with the usual logarithmic barriers
for the nonnegative orthant and the second-order cone, we have that the number of operations
required is
√
2p+ 2 log
(
2p+2
η
(
(d+ 2p+ 2)3 + (2p+ 2)3
))
for a barrier parameter η [42, 48]. In a
similar manner, for a semidefinite regularizer ‖ · ‖ : Rd → R with unit ball specified as the image
under a linear map L : Rq×q → Rd of the nuclear norm ball in Rq×q, we again solve (27) as follows
by representing the norm ‖ · ‖ in an analogous lifted manner:
yˆdenoise = arg min
X∈Rq×q
Z1,Z2∈Sq
s,t∈R
1
2s+ λt s.t. ‖yobs − L(X)‖2`2 ≤ s, 12trace(Z1 + Z2) ≤ t,
(
Z1 X
X ′ Z2
)
 0.
(29)
As before, to solve (29) to an accuracy  using an interior-point method with the usual logarithmic
barriers for the positive-semidefinite cone and the second-order cone, we have that the number of
operations required is
√
2q + 2 log
(
2q+2
η
(
(d+ 2
(
q
2
)
+ 2)3 + (2
(
q
2
)
+ 2)3
))
for a barrier parameter η
[48].
Results. We learn semidefinite regularizers on the training set using Algorithm 3 for q ∈
{9, . . . , 20} and for a rank of 1. We also learn polyhedral regularizers on the training set using
dictionary learning for p ∈ {92, 102, . . . , 202} and with corresponding sparsity levels in the range
{√p− 1,√p} to ensure that the representation complexity matches the corresponding representa-
tion complexity of the images of rank-one matrices in the semidefinite case. As the lifted dimensions
q2 and p increase, the computational complexities of the associated proximal denoisers (with the
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learned regularizers) also increase. The right sub-plot in Figure 5 gives the average normalized
mean-squared error over the noisy test data (generated as described above). The optimal choice
of the regularization parameter λ for each regularizer is obtained by sweeping over a range to
obtain the best denoising performance, as we have access to the underlying uncorrupted image
patches {y(j)test}720j=1. For both types of regularizers the denoising performance improves initially
before degrading due to overfitting. More significantly, given a fixed computational budget, these
experiments suggest that semidefinite regularizers provide better performance than polyhedral reg-
ularizers in denoising image patches in our dataset. The denoising operation (27) is in fact a basic
computational building block (often referred to as a proximal operator) in first-order algorithms
for solving convex programs that arise in a range of inverse problems [45]. As such, we expect the
results of this section to be qualitatively indicative of the utility of our approach in other inferential
tasks beyond denoising.
5 Discussion
Our paper describes an algorithmic framework for learning regularizers from data in settings in
which prior domain-specific expertise is not directly available. We learn these regularizers by
computing a structured factorization of the data matrix, which is accomplished by combining
techniques for the affine rank minimization problem with the Operator Sinkhorn scaling procedure.
The regularizers obtained using our method are convex and they can be computed via semidefinite
programming. Our approach may be viewed as a semidefinite analog of dictionary learning, which
can be interpreted as a technique for learning polyhedral regularizers from data. We discuss next
some directions for future work:
Algorithmic questions: It would be of interest to better understand the question of initializa-
tion for our algorithm. Random initialization often works well in practice and it would be useful
to provide theoretical support for this approach by building on recent work on other factorization
problems [28, 53]. There have also been efforts on data-driven strategies for initialization in dic-
tionary learning by reducing the question to a type of clustering / community detection problem
[2, 5]. While the relation between clustering and estimating the elements of a finite atomic set
is conceptually natural, identifying an analog of the clustering problem for estimating the image
of a variety of rank-one matrices (which is a structured but infinite atomic set) is less clear; we
seek such a conceptual link in order to develop an initialization strategy for our algorithm. In a
completely different direction, there is also recent work on a convex relaxation for the dictionary
learning problem that avoids the difficulties associated with local minima [6]; while this technique
is considerably more expensive computationally in comparison with alternating updates, develop-
ing analogous convex relaxation approaches for the problem of learning semidefinite regularizers
may subsequently point the way to efficient global techniques that are different from alternating
updates.
Approximation-theoretic questions: The focus of our paper has been on the algorithmic
aspects of learning semidefinite regularizers from data. It is of interest to investigate the power
of finite atomic sets in comparison with atomic sets specified as images of determinantal varieties
from a harmonic analysis perspective (for a fixed representation complexity; see Section 4.2.1 for
a discussion on how these are defined). For example, what types of data are better described
using one representation framework versus the other? As a simple preliminary illustration, we
generate two sets of 400 points in R500, with the first set being a random projection of sparse
28
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Figure 6: Gram matrices of images of sparse vectors (left) and low-rank matrices (right).
vectors in R900 and the second set being a random projection of rank-one matrices in R900 of the
form (· · · cos(2piαjti), sin(2piαjti), · · · )′ (· · · cos(2piβjti), sin(2piβjti), · · · ) for randomly chosen
frequencies αj , βj ; the representation complexities of both these sets is the same. Figure 6 gives the
Gram matrices associated with these datasets. The dataset of images of sparse vectors appears to
consist of ‘clustered’ of ‘blocked’ structure, while the dataset of images of low-rank matrices appears
to consist of smoother ‘toroidal’ structure. We seek a better understanding of this phenomenon
by analyzing the relative strengths of representations based on finite atomic sets versus images of
low-rank matrices. In a different direction, it is also of interest to explore other families of infinite
atomic sets that yield tractable regularizers in other conic programming frameworks. Specifically,
dictionary learning and our approach provide linear and semidefinite programming regularizers,
but there are other families of computationally efficient convex cones such as the power cone and
the exponential cone; learning atomic sets that are amenable to optimization in these frameworks
would lead to a broader suite of data-driven approaches for identifying regularizers.
Appendix
A Proofs of Lemma 13 and Lemma 14
Proof of Lemma 13. Note that if X ∈ T then X has rank at most 2r. As a consequence of the
restricted isometry property we have (1 − δ2r)‖X‖2F ≤ ‖[L ◦ PT ](X)‖22 ≤ (1 + δ2r)‖X‖2F . Since
X ∈ T is arbitrary we have 1 − δ2r ≤ λ(L′T LT ) ≤ 1 + δ2r, which proves (i). This immedi-
ately implies the bound in (ii). Moreover since ‖L ◦ PT ‖2 = ‖PT ◦ L′L ◦ PT ‖1/22 ≤
√
1 + δ2r, we
have ‖PT ◦ L′L‖2 ≤
√
1 + δ2r‖L‖2, which is (iii). Last we have ‖PT [(L′T LT )−1]T PT ◦ L′L‖2 ≤
‖PT [(L′T LT )−1]T PT ‖2‖PT ◦ L′L‖2 ≤
√
1+δ2r
1−δ2r ‖L‖2, which proves (iv).
Proof of Lemma 14. To simplify notation we omit
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
. Since trace (Σ) = 1n
∑n
j=1 ‖X(j)‖2F ,
we have α1 ≤ trace (Σ) ≤ α2. Next we have the inequalities (Λ−∆) I  Σ  (Λ + ∆) I. The result
follows by applying trace.
B Proof of Proposition 12
In this section we prove that the ensemble of random matrices
{
X(j)
}n
j=1
described in Proposition 12
satisfy the deterministic conditions in Theorem 9 with high probability. We begin with computing
ED[X(j)X(j)], and ED[(X(j)X(j))⊗PT (X(j))]. Note that the random matrices {X(j)X(j)}nj=1
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and the random operators {(X(j)X(j))⊗PT (X(j))}nj=1 are almost surely bounded above in spectral
norm by construction. This allows us to conclude Proposition 12 with an application of the Matrix
Hoeffding Inequality [58].
To simplify notation we adopt the following. In the first two results we omit the superscript j
from X(j). In the remainder of the section we let E = ED, s¯2 := E[s2], {ei}qi=1 ⊂ Rq be the set of
standard basis vectors, and {Eij}qi,j=1 ⊂ Rq×q be the set of matrices whose (i, j)-th entry is 1 and
is 0 everywhere else.
Proposition 15. Suppose X ∼ D as described in Proposition 12. Then E[X X] = s¯2(r/q2)I.
Proof. It suffices to show that E〈X  X, ewe′x  eye′z〉 = E〈X, ewe′x〉〈X, eye′z〉 = δwyδxz s¯2(r/q2).
Let X =
∑r
i=1 siuiv
′
i as described in the statement of Proposition 12. Suppose we denote ui =
(ui1, . . . , uiq)
′, and vi = (vi1, . . . , viq)′. By applying independence we have E〈X, ewe′x〉〈X, eye′z〉 =
E[(
∑r
i=1 siuiwvix)(
∑r
k=1 skukyvkz)] =
∑r
i,k=1 E[sisk]E[uiwuky]E[vixvkz]. There are two cases we
need to consider.
[Case w 6= y or x 6= z]: Without loss of generality suppose that w 6= y. Then E[uiwuky] = 0 for all
1 ≤ i, k ≤ q, and hence E〈X X, ewe′x  eye′z〉 = 0.
[Case w = y and x = z]: Note that if i 6= k then E[uiwuky] = E[uiw]E[uky] = 0. Since ui is
a unit-norm vector distributed u.a.r., we have E[u2ix] = 1/q. Hence E〈X  X, ewe′x  eye′z〉 =∑r
i=1 E[s2i ]E[u2iw]E[v2ix] = s¯2r/q2.
Our next result requires the definition of certain subspaces of Rq×q and L(Rq×q).
We define the following subspaces in Rq×q: Let S := {W : W = W ′,W ∈ I⊥} be the subspace of
symmetric matrices that are orthogonal to the identity, and A := {W : W = −W ′} be the subspace
of skew-symmetric matrices. It is clear that Rq×q = Span(I)⊕ S⊕ A.
In addition to the subspace W defined in (12), we define the following subspaces in L(Rq×q):
1. WSS := Span({A⊗B : A,B ∈ S}),
2. WAA := Span({A⊗B : A,B ∈ A}),
3. WSA := Span({A⊗B : A ∈ S, B ∈ A}),
4. WAS := Span({A⊗B : A ∈ A, B ∈ S}).
Note that L(Rq×q) = W⊕WSS⊕WAA⊕WSA⊕WAS . To verify this, first express an arbitrary linear
map E ∈ L(Rq×q) as a sum of Kronecker products E = ∑i=1Ai⊗Bi, second decompose each matrix
Ai, Bi into components in the subspaces {Span(I),S,A}, and third expand the expression. The or-
thogonality between subspaces is immediate from the identity 〈Ai⊗Bi, Aj⊗Bj〉 = 〈Ai, Aj〉〈Bi, Bj〉.
Proposition 16. Suppose X ∼ D as described in Proposition 12. Then
E[(X X)⊗ PT (X)] = cWIW + cWSS IWSS + cWAA IWAA + cWSA IWSA + cWAS IWAS ,
where (i) cW = s¯
2r( 1
q2
), (ii) cWSS = s¯
2r( 1
q2
− (q−r)2
(q−1)2(q+2)2 ), (iii) cWAA = s¯
2r( 1
q2
− (q−r)2
q2(q−1)2 ), and (iv)
cWSA = cWAS = s¯
2r( 1
q2
− (q−r)2
q(q−1)2(q+2)).
Proof. The proof consists two parts, namely (i) to prove that the mean, when restricted to the
respective subspaces described above, has diagonal entries as specified, and (ii) to prove that the
off-diagonal elements are zero with respect to any basis that obeys the specified decomposition of
L(Rq×q). In addition, it suffices to only consider linear maps that are Kronecker products since
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these maps generate the respective subspaces. The following identity for all matrices Ai, Bi, Aj , Bj
is particularly useful
〈(A′i⊗Bi) (A′j ⊗Bj),E[(X X)⊗ PT (X)]〉 = E〈PT (X)(BjXAj),PT (X)(BiXAi)〉. (30)
One may equivalently describe the distribution of X as follows – let X = UΣRV
′, where U, V are
q× q matrices drawn from the Haar measure, and ΣR is a diagonal matrix whose first r entries are
drawn from D, and the remaining entries are 0 (to simplify notation we omit the dependence on
X in the matrices U, V ). Let IN = diag(0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1) be a diagonal matrix consisting of q − r
ones. Under this notation, the projector is simply the map PT (X)(Z) = Z − UINU ′ZV INV ′. The
remainder of the proof is divided into the two parts outlined above.
[Part (i)]: The restriction to diagonal entries correspond to the case i = j, and hence equation (30)
simplifies to E[‖PT (X)(BXA)‖2F ]. Consequently we have
E[‖PT (X)(BXA)‖2F ] = E[‖BUΣRV ′A‖2F ]− E[‖INU ′AUΣRV ′BV IN‖2F ].
First we compute E[‖INU ′AUΣRV ′BV IN‖2F ]. By the cyclicity of trace and iterated expecta-
tions we have
E[‖INU ′AUΣRV ′BV IN‖2F ] = E[trace(Σ1/2R U ′A′UINU ′AUΣRV ′BV INV ′B′V Σ1/2R )]
= EV [EU [trace(Σ
1/2
R U
′A′UINU ′AUΣRV ′BV INV ′B′V Σ
1/2
R )]].
It suffices to compute E[Σ1/2R V
′BV INV ′B′V Σ
1/2
R ] = Σ
1/2
R E[V
′BV INV ′B′V ]Σ
1/2
R in the three cases
corresponding to B ∈ {Span(I),S,A} respectively. By linearity and symmetry, it suffices to com-
pute E[V ′BV E11V ′B′V ]. We split this computation into the following three separate cases.
[Case B ∈ Span(I)]: We have INΣ1/2R = 0, and hence the mean is the zero-matrix.
[Case B ∈ A]: Claim: If B ∈ A, and ‖B‖F = 1, then E[V ′BV E11V ′B′V ] = (I−E11)/(q(q−1)).
Proof: We begin by noting that the off-diagonal entries are zero since E〈Eij , V ′BV E11V ′B′V 〉 =
E(v′1Bvi)(v′1Bvj) = 0 whenever i 6= j, as one of the indices i, j appears exactly once (here
we write V = [v1| . . . |vq]). By a symmetry argument we conclude that E[V ′BV E11V ′B′V ] =
αI + βE11 for some α, β. First we have E[trace(V ′BV E11V ′B′V )] = E[trace(BV E11V ′B′)] =
trace(BE[V E11V ′]B′) = trace(B(I/q)B′) = 1/q, which gives αq+β = 1/q. Second since B is asym-
metric, V ′BV is also asymmetric and hence is 0 on the diagonals. Thus 〈V ′BV E11V ′B′V,E11〉 = 0,
which gives α+ β = 0. The two equations yields the values of α and β.
[Case: B ∈ S]: Claim: If B ∈ S, and ‖B‖F = 1, then E[V ′BV E11V ′B′V ] = (I + (1 −
2/q)E11)/((q − 1)(q + 2)).
Proof: With an identical argument as the previous claim one can show that E[V ′BV E11V ′B′V ] =
αI+βE11, where αq+β = 1/q. Next E[〈V ′BV E11V ′B′V,E11〉] = E[(v′1Bv1)2], where v1 is a unit-
norm vector distributed u.a.r. Since conjugation by orthogonal matrices preserves trace, and v1
has the same distribution as Qv1 for any orthogonal Q, we may assume that B = diag(b11, . . . , bqq)
is diagonal without loss of generality. Suppose we let v1 = (v1, . . . , vq)
′. Then E[(v′1Bv1)2] =
E[
∑
b2iiv
4
i +
∑
i 6=j biibjjv
2
i v
2
j ] = µ1(
∑
b2ii) + µ2(
∑
i 6=j biibjj), where µ1 = E[v41], and µ2 = E[v21v22].
Since trace(B) = 0, we have
∑
b2ii = −
∑
i 6=j biibjj . Last from Theorem 2 of [18] we have
µ1 = 3/(q(q + 2)), and µ2 = 1/(q(q + 2)), which gives E[(v′1Bv1)2] = 2/(q(q + 2)), and hence
α+ β = 2/(q(q + 2)). The two equations yields the values of α and β.
With a similar set of computations one can show that E[‖BUΣRV ′A‖2F ] = s¯2r/q2 for arbitrary
unit-norm A,B. An additional set of simple computations will yield the diagonal entries, which
completes the proof. We omit these computations.
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[Part (ii)]: We claim that it suffices to show that E[V ′AiV E11V ′A′jV ] is the zero-matrix whenever
Ai, Aj ∈ {Span(I),S,A}, and satisfy 〈Ai, Aj〉 = 0. We show how this proves the result. Suppose
Ai⊗Bi, Aj ⊗Bj satisfy 〈Ai⊗Bi, Aj ⊗Bj〉 = 〈Ai, Aj〉〈Bi, Bj〉 = 0. Without loss of generality we
may assume that 〈Ai, Aj〉 = 0. From equation (30) we have
E〈PT (X)(BjXAj),PT (X)(BiXAi)〉 = E[trace(A′jV ΣRU ′B′jBiUΣRV ′Ai)]
− E[trace(A′jV ΣRU ′BjUINU ′BiUΣRV ′AiV INV ′)].
By cyclicity of trace and iterated expectations we have
E[trace(A′jV ΣRU ′BjUINU ′BiUΣRV ′AiV INV ′)]
= EU [trace(Σ
1/2
R U
′BjUINU ′BiUΣ
1/2
R (EV [Σ
1/2
R V
′AiV INV ′A′jV Σ
1/2
R ]))] = 0,
which proves part (ii) of the proof. It leaves to prove the claim. We do so by verifying that
the matrix E[V ′AiV E11V ′A′jV ] is 0 in every coordinate, which is equivalent to showing that
E(v′mAiv1)(v′nAjv1) = 0 for all m,n. There are three cases.
[Case m 6= n]: Without loss of generality suppose that m 6= 1. Then E(v′mAiv1)(v′nAjv1) =
E[E[(v′mAiv1)(v′nAjv1)|v1,vn]] = 0.
[Case m = n = 1]: We divide into further sub-cases depending on the subspaces Ai, Aj belong
to. If Ai ∈ A then v′1Aiv1 = 0 since it is a scalar. Hence we eliminate the case where either matrix
is in A. Since 〈Ai, Aj〉 = 0 it cannot be that both Ai, Aj ∈ Span(I). Suppose that Ai = I/√q
and Aj ∈ S. Then E[(v′1Aiv1)(v′1Ajv1)] = E[(v′1Ajv1)]/
√
q = E[trace(Ajv1v′1)]/
√
q = 0. Our
remaining case is when Ai, Aj ∈ S, and 〈Ai, Aj〉 = 0. As before we let v1 = (v1, . . . , vq)′. Then
E[(v′1Aiv1)(v′1Ajv1)] = E[
∑
pqrs
Ai,pqAj,rsvpvqvrvs]
=
∑
p
Ai,ppAj,ppE[v4p] +
∑
p 6=r
Ai,ppAj,rrE[v2pv2r ] + 2
∑
p6=q
Ai,pqAj,pqE[v2pv2q ],
where in the second equality we used the fact that Ai, Aj are symmetric to obtain a factor of 2
in the last term. Next we apply the relations E[v4p] = 3/(q(q + 2)), E[v2pv2r ] = 1/(q(q + 2)), as
well as the relations 0 = 〈Ai, I〉〈Aj , I〉 =
∑
pAi,ppAj,pp +
∑
p 6=r Ai,ppAj,rr, and 0 = 〈Ai, Aj〉 =∑
pAi,ppAj,pp +
∑
p 6=q Ai,pqAj,pq to conclude that the mean is zero.
[Case m = n 6= 1]: We have
E[(v′mAiv1)(v′mAjv1)] = E[E[trace(Aiv1v′1A′jvmv′m)]|v1]
= E[trace(Aiv1v′1A′j(I − v1v′1)/(q − 1))|v1]
= E[trace(Aiv1v′1A′j/(q − 1))] = E[trace(AiIA′j/(q(q − 1)))] = 0,
where the first equality applies the fact that, conditioned on v1, E[vmv′m] is the identity matrix in
the subspace T (v1v′1)⊥ suitably scaled, and the second inequality applies the previous case.
Proof of Proposition 12. First we have 0  X(j)  X(j)  s2rI. By Proposition 15 we have
E[X(j)X(j)] = (s¯2r/q2)I. Since (X(j)X(j)− (s¯2r/q2)I)2  s4r2I, we have P(‖(1/n)∑ni=1X(j)
X(j) − (s¯2r/q2)I‖ > trs2) ≤ 2q exp(−t2n/8) via an application of the Matrix Hoeffding inequality
(Theorem 1.3 in [58]).
Second we have ‖X(j)X(j)‖2 ≤ s2r, and ‖PT (X(j))‖2 = 1, and hence (X(j)X(j))⊗PT (X(j)) 
s2rI⊗ I =: s2rI. From Proposition 16 we have
E[(X(j) X(j))⊗ PT (X(j))] 
s¯2r
q2
IW +
16s¯2r2
q3
IW⊥ .
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Since ((X(j) X(j))⊗ PT (X(j)) − rI)2  s4r2I we have
P
(
λmax
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
(X(j) X(j))⊗ PT (X(j)) − E[(X(j) X(j))⊗ PT (X(j))]
)
≥ trs2
)
≤ q exp(−t2n/8)
by an application of the Matrix Hoeffding inequality.
Let t = t1/(5q
2) in the first concentration bound, and t = t2/(5q
2) in the second concentration
bound. Then ∆
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ t1s2r/(5q2), and Ω
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ 16s2r2/q3 + t2s2r/(5q2), with
probability greater than 1 − 2q exp(−nt21/(200q4)) − q exp(−nt22/(200q4)). We condition on the
event that both inequalities hold. Since ∆
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ t1s2r/(5q2) ≤ s2r/(20q2), by Lemma
14 we have Λ
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≥ s2r/(5q2), and hence ∆
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
/Λ
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ t1, and
Ω
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
/Λ
({
X(j)
}n
j=1
)
≤ 80r/q + t2.
C Stability of Matrix and Operator Scaling
In this section we prove a stability property of Sinkhorn scaling and Operator Sinkhorn scaling. In
Sinkhorn scaling, we show that if a matrix is close to being doubly stochastic and whose entries
are suitably bounded away from 0, then the resulting row and column scalings are close to e, the
all-ones vector. We also prove the operator analog of this result. These results are subsequently
used to prove Propositions 5 and 11, and may be of independent interest.
C.1 Main results
Proposition 17 (Local stability of Matrix Scaling). Let M ∈ Rq×q be a matrix such that
1. |〈ei,M(ej)〉 − 1/q| ≤ 1/(2q) for all standard basis vectors ei, ej; and
2.  := max{‖Me− e‖∞, ‖M ′e− e‖∞} ≤ 1/(48√q), where e = (1, . . . , 1)′.
Let D1, D2 be diagonal matrices such that D2MD1 is doubly stochastic. Then
‖D2⊗D1 − I‖2 ≤ 96√q.
Proposition 18 (Local stability of Operator Scaling). Let M : Sq 7→ Sq be a rank-indecomposable
linear operator such that
1. |〈vv′,M(uu′)〉 − 1/q| ≤ 1/(2q) for all unit-norm vectors u,v ∈ Rq; and
2.  := max{‖M(I)− I‖2, ‖M′(I)− I‖2} ≤ 1/(48√q).
Let N1, N2 ∈ Sq be positive definite matrices such that (N2⊗N2)◦M◦(N1⊗N1) is doubly stochastic.
Then ‖N22 ⊗N21 − I‖2 ≤ 96
√
q. We also have ‖N2⊗N1 − I‖2 ≤ 96√q.
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C.2 Proofs
The proof of Proposition 17 relies on the correspondence between diagonal matrices D1, D2 such
that D2MD1 is doubly stochastic, and the vectors ε,η that minimize the following convex function
F (ε,η) =
∑
ij
Mij exp(εi + ηj)−
∑
i
εi −
∑
ηj
via the map (D2)ii = exp(εi), and (D1)jj = exp(ηj) [30], see also [37] – this holds for all matrices M
with positive entries, and one can obtain this relationship by considering the first order conditions.
In the following we prove certain properties concerning the minima of F (see Lemma 21). The
proof of Proposition 18 is a reduction to an analysis concerning the stability of matrix scaling.
In the following we develop some lower estimates of sums of exponential functions, which we
use to prove Proposition 17.
Definition. Let α ≥ 0. Define the function cα : R 7→ R
cα(x) =
{
1
2 exp(−α)x2 if |x| ≤ α
1
2 exp(−α)α|x| if |x| ≥ α
Remark. The function cα is continuous by design.
Lemma 19. For all x
exp(x) ≥ 1 + x+ cα(x).
Proof of Lemma 19. The function exp(x) has second derivative exp(x), which is greater than
exp(−α) over all x such that |x| ≤ α. Hence, by strong convexity of exp(x), we have exp(x) ≥
1 + x+ 12 exp(−α)x2 over the interval [−α, α].
As a consequence of the previous part we have exp(α) ≥ 1 + α + cα(α), and exp(−α) ≥
1−α+ cα(−α). Since the function exp(x) is convex, and cα is linear in the intervals (−∞,−α] and
[α,∞), it suffices to check that (i) the gradient of exp(x) at x = α, which is exp(α), exceeds that
of cα, and (ii) the gradient of cα exceeds that of exp(x) at x = −α, which is exp(−α).
First we show that exp(α) ≥ 1 + 12 exp(α)α. Since α ≥ 0 we have 1 + 2α ≥
√
1 + 2α. Hence
2 exp(α) ≥ 2 + 2α ≥ 1 + √1 + 2α. By noting that the quadratic 2Z2 − 2Z − α = 0 has roots
1
2 ± 12
√
1 + 2α, we have the inequality exp(α) ≥ 1 + 12 exp(−α)α.
Next we show that exp(−α) ≤ 1 − 12 exp(−α)α. This is implied by the inequality exp(α) ≥
1 + α ≥ 1 + α/2, which holds since α ≥ 0.
Lemma 20. Consider the sequence of reals (ε1, . . . , εq), and (η1, . . . , ηq). Then there is a constant
d ∈ R for which
1
q
∑
ij
exp(εi + ηj) ≥ q +
(∑
ij
εi + ηj
)
+
(∑
i
cα(i + d) +
∑
j
cα(ηj − d)
)
.
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Proof. For all d we one has the following
1
q
∑
ij
exp(εi + ηj) =
1
q
∑
i
exp(εi + d)
(∑
j
exp(ηj − d)
)
≥ 1
q
∑
i
exp(εi + d)
(∑
j
1 + ηj − d+ cα(ηj − d)
)
=
1
q
(∑
j
1 + ηj − d+ cα(ηj − d)
)(∑
i
exp(εi + d)
)
≥ 1
q
(∑
j
1 + ηj − d+ cα(ηj − d)
)(∑
i
1 + εi + d+ cα(εi + d)
)
.
Since c is continuous, by applying the intermediate value theorem, there is a d? for which∑
j
ηj − d? + cα(ηj − d?) =
∑
i
εi + d
? + cα(εi + d
?),
and hence
1
q
(∑
j
1+ηj−d?+cα(ηj−d?)
)(∑
i
1+εi+d
?+cα(εi+d
?)
)
≥ q+
(∑
i
cα(i+d
?)+
∑
j
cα(ηj−d?)
)
.
Lemma 21. Consider the sequence of reals ε := (ε1, . . . , εq), and η := (η1, . . . , ηq), and define
F (ε,η) =
∑
ij
Mij exp(εi + ηj)−
∑
εi −
∑
ηj , (31)
and ij := Mij − 1/q. Suppose (i) |ij | ≤ 1/2q, and (ii)  := max{|
∑
i ij |, |
∑
j ij |} ≤ 1/(24
√
q).
Let ε?,η? be a minimizer of F . Then |ε?i + η?j | ≤ 48
√
q, for all i, j.
Proof. Let ε,η be such that |εi + ηj | > 48√q for some (i, j). We show that ε,η cannot be a
minimum.
Let α = 24
√
q, and define the sets
1. S(ε) = {i : |εi| ≥ α};
2. T (ε) = {i : α > |εi| ≥ 4 exp(α)}; and
3. U(ε) = {i : 4 exp(α) > |εi|}.
In a similar fashion we define the sets S(η), T (η),U(η).
First since α ≤ 1, we have α ≥ α exp(α)/3 ≥ 8√q exp(α), and hence
1
4
(∑
S(ε)
cα(εi) +
∑
S(η)
cα(ηj)
)
≥ 
(∑
S(ε)
|εi|+
∑
S(η)
|ηj |
)
.
Second
1
2
(∑
T (ε)
cα(εi) +
∑
T (η)
cα(ηj)
)
=
∑
T (ε)
1
4
exp(−α)ε2i +
∑
T (η)
1
4
exp(−α)η2j ≥ 
(∑
T (ε)
|εi|+
∑
T (η)
|ηj |
)
.
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Third since there is an index (i, j) such that |εi + ηj | > 48√q, one of the sets S(ε),S(η) is
nonempty. By noting that α exp(−α) ≥ 8√q, we have
1
4
(∑
S(ε)
cα(εi) +
∑
S(η)
cα(ηj)
)
> × 2q × 4 exp(α) ≥ 
(∑
U(ε)
|εi|+
∑
U(η)
|ηj |
)
.
By summing these quantities and applying Proposition 20 we have
1
2q
∑(
exp(εi + ηj)− (εi + ηj)− 1
)
≥ 1
2
(∑
i
cα(εi) +
∑
j
cα(ηj)
)
> |
∑
ij(εi + ηj)|. (32)
Also, since exp(εi + ηj)− (εi + ηj)− 1 ≥ 0 for all i, j, and |ij | ≤ 1/(2q), we have
1
2q
∑
ij
(exp(εi + ηj)− (εi + ηj)− 1) ≥ ||
∑
ij
(exp(εi + ηj)− (εi + ηj)− 1)
≥ |
∑
ij
ij(exp(εi + ηj)− (εi + ηj)− 1)|. (33)
By combining equations (32) and (33) we have
1
q
∑
ij
(exp(εi + ηj)− (εi + ηj)− 1) > −
∑
ij
ij(exp(εi + ηj)− 1),
which implies F (ε,η) > F (0,0).
Proof of Proposition 17. By Lemma 21 any minimum ε?,η? satisfies |ε?i + η?j | ≤ 48
√
q. Hence by
the one-to-one correspondence between the minima of F and the diagonal scalings D1, D2 [30], we
have ‖D2⊗D1 − I‖2 ≤ exp(48√q)− 1 ≤ 96√q.
Proof of Proposition 18. Without loss of generality we may assume that N1, N2 are diagonal ma-
trices, say D1, D2 respectively. Define the matrix Mij = 〈eie′i,M(eje′j)〉. It is straightforward to
check that M satisfies the conditions of Proposition 17; moreover, the condition that (N2 ⊗N2) ◦
M ◦ (N1⊗N1) is a doubly stochastic operator implies that D22MD21 is a doubly stochastic matrix.
By Proposition 17 we have ‖D21 ⊗D22 − I‖2 ≤ 96
√
q, and hence ‖N21 ⊗N22 − I‖2 ≤ 96
√
q. Since
N1, N2 are self-adjoint, we also have ‖N1⊗N2 − I‖2 ≤ 96√q.
D Proof of Proposition 11
In this section we prove that Gaussian linear maps that are subsequently normalized satisfy the
deterministic conditions in Theorem 9 concerning the linear map L? with high probability. There
are two steps to our proof. First we state sufficient conditions for linear maps such that, when
normalized, satisfy the deterministic conditions. Second we show that Gaussian maps satisfy these
sufficient conditions with high probability.
We introduce the following parameter that measures how close a linear map L is to being
normalized.
Definition 3. Let L ∈ Rq×q 7→ Rd be a linear map. The nearly normalized parameter of L is
defined as
(L) := max{‖TL(I)− I‖2, ‖T′L(I)− I‖2}.
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Proposition 22. Let L : Rq×q 7→ Rd be a linear map that satisfies (i) the restricted isometry
condition δr(L) ≤ 1/2, and (ii) whose nearly normalized parameter satisfies (L) ≤ 1/650√q. Let
L ◦ NL be the normalized linear map where NL is a positive definite rank-preserver. Then L ◦ NL
satisfies the restricted isometry condition δr(L ◦ N ) ≤ δ¯r := (1 + δr(L))(1 + 96√q(L))2 − 1 < 1.
Moreover, ‖L ◦ NL‖2 ≤ (1 + 96√q(L))‖L‖2.
Proof of Proposition 22. Since L satisfies the restricted isometry condition δ1(L) ≤ 1/2, we have
|〈vv′,TL(uu′)〉 − 1/q| ≤ 1/(2q) for all unit-norm vectors u,v ∈ Rq. In addition, the linear map
L has nearly normalized parameter (L) ≤ 1/650√q. Hence by applying Proposition 18 to the
linear map TL, any pair of positive definite matrices Q2, Q1 such that Q2 ⊗ Q2 ◦ TL ◦ Q1 ⊗ Q1
is doubly stochastic satisfies ‖Q2 ⊗ Q1 − I‖2 ≤ 96√q(L). By noting the correspondence between
such matrices with the positive definite rank-preserver NL such that L ◦ NL is normalized via the
relation NL = Q2⊗Q1 (see Corollary 4), we have ‖NL‖2 ≤ 1 + 96√q(L).
Let X be a matrix with rank at most r. Then
‖L(NL(X))‖F ≤
√
1 + δr(L)‖NL‖2‖X‖F ≤
√
1 + δr(L)(1 + 96√q(L))‖X‖F ,
and hence ‖L(NL(X))‖2F ≤ (1 + δ¯r)‖X‖2F . A similar set of inequalities prove that ‖L(NL(X))‖2F ≥
(1− δ¯r)‖X‖2F . Last ‖L ◦ NL‖2 ≤ ‖L‖2‖NL‖2 ≤ (1 + 96
√
q)‖L‖2.
Proposition 23. ([20, Theorem II.13]) Let t > 0 be fixed. Suppose L ∼ N (0, 1/d). Then with
probability greater than 1− exp(−t2d/2) we have ‖L‖2 ≤
√
q2/d+ 1 + t.
Proposition 24. ([11, Theorem 2.3]) Let δ < 1 be fixed. There exists constants c1, c2 such that
for d ≥ c1qr, if L ∼ N (0, 1/d), then with probability greater than 1− 2 exp(−c2d) the linear map L
satisfies the restricted isometry condition δr(L) ≤ δ.
Proposition 25 (Gaussian linear maps are nearly normalized). Let  > 0 be fixed. Suppose
L ∼ N (0, 1/d). Then with probability greater than 1−4(17/)q exp(−dq2/32) the nearly normalized
parameter of L is smaller than .
Bounding the nearly normalized parameter of a Gaussian linear map exactly corresponds to
computing the deviation of the sum of independent Wishart matrices from its mean in spectral
norm. To do so we appeal to the following concentration bound.
Proposition 26 (Concentration of sum of Wishart Matrices). Let {X(j)}dj=1, X(j) = G(j)G(j)′,
where G(j) ∈ Rq×q, G(j) ∼ N (0, 1/q), be a collection of independent Wishart matrices, and let t < 2
be fixed. Then P(‖1d
∑d
j=1X
(j) − I‖2 ≥ t) ≤ 2(17/t)q exp(−dqt2/32).
Proof of Proposition 26. First note that ‖1d
∑d
j=1X
(j) − I‖2 = supE〈1d
∑d
j=1X
(j), E〉 − 1, where
the supremum is taken over all symmetric unit-norm rank-one matrices E. Second, by a standard
set-covering argument, there is a set S0 = {ei} that forms a t/8-cover of the unit-sphere in Rq,
and satisfies |S0| ≤ (1 + 16/t)q. Define S = {±eie′i}, ei ∈ S0. Then for any rank-one positive
definite matrix ee′, there is a vector e0 ∈ S0 such that ‖e0− e‖2 ≤ t/8, and hence ‖e0e′0− ee′‖F ≤
‖e0e′0 − ee′0‖F + ‖ee′0 − ee′‖F ≤ t/4. This implies that S is a t/4-cover for the set of rank-one
matrices in Sq; moreover, |S| ≤ 2(1 + 16/t)q ≤ 2(17/t)q.
Fix a matrix E = Ei ∈ S. Note that the Gaussian random ensemble is unitarily invariant.
Hence the inner product 〈1d
∑d
j=1X
(j), E〉 is in fact a sum of dq independent χ2 random variables
(scaled by 1/q). Thus by applying a suitable Bernstein inequality we have
P
〈1
d
d∑
j=1
X(j), E
〉
− 1 ≥ t/2
 ≤ exp(−dqt2/32).
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Hence by applying a union bound over the set S we have 〈1d
∑d
j=1X
(j), Ei〉−1 ≤ t/2 for all Ei ∈ S,
with probability greater than 1− 2(17/t)q exp(−dqt2/32). Define
κ := sup
E,rank(E)=1,‖E‖F=1
〈
1
d
d∑
j=1
X(j), E
〉
.
Let E be any rank-one unit-norm matrix, and let E0 ∈ S be such that ‖E − E0‖F ≤ t/4. Then〈
1
d
d∑
j=1
X(j), E
〉
=
〈
1
d
d∑
j=1
X(j), E − E0
〉
+
〈
1
d
d∑
j=1
X(j), E0
〉
≤ κt/4 + 1 + t/2,
which implies
κ ≤ κt/4 + 1 + t/2,
and hence κ ≤ 1 + t. This proves the result.
Proof of Proposition 25. This is a direct application of Proposition 26 with G(j) =
√
q/dL(j) and
G(j)′ =
√
q/dL(j), followed by a union bound.
Proof of Proposition 11. We choose t = 1/50 in Proposition 23, δ = δ4r/2 in Proposition 24, and
 = δ/(960
√
q) in Proposition 25. Then there are constants c1, c2, c3 such that if d ≥ c1(r+ log q)q,
then (i) ‖L˜‖2 ≤
√
q2/d+ 51/50 ≤ (101/50)√q2/d, (ii) L˜ satisfies the restricted isometry condition
δ4r(L˜) ≤ δ4r/2, and (iii) L˜ is nearly normalized with parameter (L˜) ≤ δ4r/960√q, with probability
greater than 1− c2 exp(−c3d).
By applying Proposition 22 we conclude that the linear map L satisfies the restricted isometry
condition δ4r(L) ≤ (1 + δ4r/2)(1 + δ4r/10)2 − 1 ≤ δ4r, and ‖L‖2 ≤
√
5q2/d.
E Proof of Proposition 5
Proof of Proposition 5. First we check that the linear map L?◦(I+E) satisfies the restricted isometry
condition δ1(L?◦(I+E)) ≤ 1/2. For any rank-one unit-norm matrix X we have ‖[L?◦(I+E)](X)‖2 ≤
‖L?(X)‖2 + ‖L? ◦ E(X)‖2 ≤
√
1 + 1/10 + 1/150 ≤ √1 + 1/2. A similar set of inequalities show
that ‖[L? ◦ (I + E)](X)‖2 ≥
√
1− 1/2.
Second we check that the nearly normalized parameter of L? ◦ (I + E) satisfies (L? ◦ (I + E)) ≤
1/48
√
q. Denote E := L?◦E. For all unit-norm rank-one matrices E we have ‖E(E)‖22 ≤ ‖L?‖22‖E‖2eu.
Hence for any unit-norm u ∈ Rq we have
1
q
d∑
j=1
〈E(j)E(j)′,uu′〉 = 1
q
d∑
j=1
(E(j)′u)′(E(j)′u) = 1
q
d∑
j=1
q∑
k=1
(E(j)′u)2k =
1
q
q∑
k=1
‖E(ue′k)‖22 ≤ ‖L?‖22‖E‖2eu.
Similarly, since L? is normalized, we have
1
q
d∑
j=1
〈L?(j)L?(j)′,uu′〉 = 1
q
d∑
j=1
(L?(j)′u)′(L?(j)′u) = 1
q
d∑
j=1
q∑
k=1
(L?(j)′u)2k = 1.
Hence
〈TL?◦(I+E)(I)− I,uu′〉 = 〈TL?+E(I)− TL?(I),uu′〉
=
1
q
d∑
j=1
〈E(j)E(j)′,uu′〉+ 1
q
d∑
j=1
〈L?(j)E(j)′,uu′〉+ 1
q
d∑
j=1
〈E(j)L?(j)′,uu′〉
≤ 3‖L?‖2‖E‖eu,
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where the last inequality applies Cauchy-Schwarz. By taking the supremum over all unit-norm u
we have
‖TL?+E(I)− I‖2 ≤ 3‖L?‖2‖E‖eu.
Similarly ‖T′L?+E(I)− I‖2 ≤ 3‖L?‖2‖E‖eu. Thus (L? ◦ (I + E)) ≤ 3‖L?‖2‖E‖eu ≤ 1/48
√
q.
The result follows by applying Proposition 18 to the linear map TL?◦(I+E).
F Proof of Proposition 6
The proof of Proposition 6 is based on the following result concerning affine rank minimization,
which may be of independent interest.
Proposition 27. Suppose X? is a q×q rank-r matrix satisfying σr(X?) ≥ 1/2. Let y = L(X?)+z,
where the linear map L satisfies the restricted isometry condition δ4r(L) ≤ 1/10, and ‖L′z‖2 =:  ≤
1/(20r3/2). Let Xˆ be the optimal solution to the following
Xˆ = argmin
X
‖y − L(X)‖22 s.t. rank(X) ≤ rank(X?).
Then (i) ‖Xˆ−X?‖2 ≤ 4
√
r, and (ii) Xˆ−X? = PT (X?)[(L′T (X?)LT (X?))−1]T (X?)PT (X?)(L′T (X?)z)+
G, where ‖G‖F ≤ 650r3/22.
The proof of Proposition 27 requires two preliminary results which we state and prove first.
Our development relies on results from matrix perturbation theory; we refer the reader to [36, 52]
for detailed expositions. Several of our results are minor modifications of analogous results in [15].
The following result and the accompanying proof is a minor modification of Proposition 2.2 in
the supplementary material (s.m.) of [15], and its proof. The modification allows us to provide a
bound that does not scale with the ambient dimension.
Proposition 28. Let X1, X2 ∈ Rq×q be rank-r matrices. Let σ be the smallest nonzero singular
value of X1, and suppose that ‖X1 −X2‖2 ≤ σ/8. Then ‖PT (X1)⊥(X2)‖F ≤
√
r‖X1 −X2‖22/(3σ),
and ‖PT (X1)⊥(X2)‖2 ≤ ‖X1 −X2‖22/(5σ).
Proof of Proposition 28. Let ∆ = X2 − X1, and κ = σ/4. By combining equation (1.5) in the
s.m. of [15] with the proofs of Propositions 1.2 and 2.2 in the s.m. of [15] it can be shown that
PT (X1)⊥(X2) = (1/(2pii))
∮
Cκ ζ[X1− ζI]−1∆[X1− ζI]−1∆[X2− ζI]−1dζ, where the contour integral
is taken along Cκ defined as the circle centered at the origin with radius κ.
By a careful use of the inequality ‖AB‖F ≤ ‖A‖2‖B‖F , we have ‖[X1−ζI]−1∆[X1−ζI]−1∆[X2−
ζI]−1‖F ≤ ‖[X1− ζI]−1‖2‖∆‖F ‖[X1− ζI]−1‖2‖∆‖2‖[X2− ζI]−1‖2. Since ∆ is the difference of two
rank-r matrices we have ‖∆‖F ≤
√
2r‖∆‖2. We proceed to apply the same bounds as those used
in the proof of Proposition 1.2 in the s.m. of [15] to obtain ‖PT (X1)⊥(X2)‖F ≤
√
2rκ2‖∆‖22/((σ −
κ)2(σ − 3κ/2)) ≤ √r‖X1 −X2‖22/(3σ).
The proof of the second inequality follows from a similar argument.
We define the following distance measure between two subspaces T1 and T2 [15]
ρ(T1, T2) := sup
‖N‖2≤1
‖PT1 − PT2(N)‖2.
This definition is useful for quantifying the distance between tangent spaces with respect to the
variety of low-rank matrices for pairs of nearby matrices.
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Lemma 29. Suppose X1 and X2 are matrices with rank at most r, and satisfy ‖X1−X2‖2 ≤ σ/8,
where σ is the smallest non-zero eigenvalue value of X2. Let T1 : T (X1) and T2 := T (X2) be
tangent spaces on the variety of matrices with rank at most r at the points X1 and X2 respectively.
Let L be a linear map satisfying the restricted isometry condition δ4r(L) ≤ 1/10. Suppose Zi ∈ Ti,
i ∈ {1, 2}, then ‖PT1 [(L′T1LT1)−1]T1PT1(Z1) − PT2 [(L′T2LT2)−1]T2PT2(Z2)‖F ≤ 4.3
√
r‖Z1 − Z2‖2 +
16r‖X1 −X2‖2‖Z2‖2/σ.
Proof of Lemma 29. To simplify notation we denote Yi = PTi [(L′TiLTi)−1]TiPTi(Zi), i ∈ {1, 2}.
From the triangle inequality we have ‖Y1−Y2‖F ≤ ‖PT ⊥1 (Y1−Y2)‖F +‖PT1(Y1−Y2)‖F . We bound
both components separately.
[‖PT ⊥1 (Y1 − Y2)‖F ]: From Proposition 2.1 of the s.m. of [15] we have ρ(T1, T2) ≤
2
σ‖X1 −X2‖2.
From Proposition 13 we have ‖Y2 − Z2‖F ≤ δ4r‖Y2‖F ≤ δ4r1−δ4r ‖Z2‖F ≤
√
2rδ4r
1−δ4r ‖Z2‖2. Hence
‖PT ⊥1 (Y2 − Z2)‖F = ‖[I− PT1 ]([PT1 − PT2 ](Y2 − Z2))‖F
≤ 2√r‖[PT1 − PT2 ](Y2 − Z2)‖2
≤ 2√rρ(T1, T2)‖Y2 − Z2‖2 ≤ 4
√
2r
σ
δ4r
1− δ4r ‖X1 −X2‖2‖Z2‖2.
Next
‖PT ⊥1 (Z2)‖F = ‖PT ⊥1 (Z1 − Z2)‖F ≤ ‖Z1 − Z2‖F ≤ 2
√
r‖Z1 − Z2‖2.
By combining both bounds we have
‖PT ⊥1 (Y1 − Y2)‖F = ‖PT ⊥1 (Y2)‖F ≤ ‖PT ⊥1 (Z2)‖F + ‖PT ⊥1 (Y2 − Z2)‖F
≤ 2√r‖Z1 − Z2‖2 + 4
√
2r
σ
δ4r
1− δ4r ‖X1 −X2‖2‖Z2‖2.
[‖PT1(Y1−Y2)‖F ]: Define the linear map G = L′T1∪T2LT1∪T2 . By Proposition 13 and the triangle
inequality we have
‖PT1(Y1 − Y2)‖F
≤ 1
1− δ4r ‖[PT1 ◦ G ◦ PT1 ](Y1 − Y2)‖F
≤ 1
1− δ4r (‖[PT1 ◦ G ◦ PT1 ](Y1)− [PT2 ◦ G ◦ PT2 ](Y2)‖F
+ ‖[PT2 ◦ G ◦ PT2 ](Y2)− [PT1 ◦ G ◦ PT2 ](Y2)‖F + ‖[PT1 ◦ G ◦ PT2 ](Y2)− [PT1 ◦ G ◦ PT1 ](Y2)‖F )
≤ 1
1− δ4r (2
√
r‖Z1 − Z2‖2 + 4
√
2rρ(T1, T2)1 + δ4r
1− δ4r ‖Z‖2).
The last inequality is justified as follows. First ‖[PT2 ◦ G ◦ PT2 ](Y2) − [PT1 ◦ G ◦ PT2 ](Y2)‖F ≤
2
√
r‖[PT2◦G◦PT2 ](Y2)−[PT1◦G◦PT2 ](Y2)‖2 ≤ 2
√
rρ(T1, T2)‖G(Y2)‖2, where ‖G(Y2)‖2 ≤ ‖G(Y2)‖F ≤
(1+δ4r)‖Y2‖F ≤ 1+δ4r1−δ4r ‖Z2‖F ≤
√
2r 1+δ4r1−δ4r ‖Z2‖2. Second ‖[PT1 ◦G◦PT2 ](Y2)−[PT1 ◦G◦PT1 ](Y2)‖F =
‖[PT1 ◦G ◦ (PT1 −PT2)](Y2)‖F ≤ ‖[G ◦ (PT1 −PT2)](Y2)‖F ≤ (1 + δ4r)‖[PT1 −PT2 ](Y2)‖F ≤ 2
√
r(1 +
δ4r)‖[PT1 − PT2 ](Y2)‖2 ≤ 2
√
r(1 + δ4r)ρ(T1, T2)‖Y2‖2, where ‖Y2‖2 ≤ ‖Y2‖F ≤
√
2r
1−δ4r ‖Z‖2.
Proof of Proposition 27. We prove (i) and (ii) in sequence.
[(i)]: Let Xˆo be the optimal solution to the following
Xˆo = argmin
X
‖y − L(X)‖22 s.t. rank(X) ≤ r, ‖X −X?‖2 ≤ 4
√
r.
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Since 4
√
r < 1/2 ≤ σr(X?), Xˆo has rank exactly r, and hence is a smooth point with respect to
the variety of matrices with rank at most r. Define the tangent space Tˆ := T (Xˆo), and the matrix
Xˆc as the solution to the following optimization instance
Xˆc = argmin
X
‖y − L(X)‖22 s.t. X ∈ Tˆ , ‖X −X?‖2 ≤ 4
√
r.
Here Xˆc is the solution to the optimization instance where the constraint X ∈ Tˆ , which is convex,
replaces the only non-convex constraint in the previous optimization instance. Hence Xˆc = Xˆo.
Define XˆTˆ as the solution to the following optimization instance
XˆTˆ = argmin
X
‖y − L(X)‖22 s.t. X ∈ Tˆ .
The first order condition is given by L′L(XˆTˆ − X?) − L′z + QTˆ ⊥ = 0, where QTˆ ⊥ ∈ Tˆ ⊥ is the
Lagrange multiplier associated to the constraint X ∈ Tˆ . Project the above equation onto the
subspace Tˆ to obtain [PTˆ ◦ L′L ◦ PTˆ ](XˆTˆ −X?) = [PTˆ ◦ L′L ◦ PTˆ ⊥ ](X?) + PTˆ (L′z), and hence
XˆTˆ −X? = PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ ◦
(
[L′L ◦ PTˆ ⊥ ](X?) + L′z
)− PTˆ ⊥(X?).
We proceed to bound ‖XˆTˆ − X?‖2. First we have ‖Xˆc − X?‖2 ≤ 4
√
r ≤ 1/5, and hence
σr(Xˆc) ≥ 19/80. Second by applying Proposition 28, we have ‖PTˆ ⊥(X?)‖2 = ‖PTˆ ⊥(Xˆc −X?)‖2 ≤
(4
√
r)2/(5σr(Xˆc)) ≤ 256r2/19, and ‖PTˆ ⊥(X?)‖F ≤ 1280r3/22/57. Third by Proposition 13 and
noting the inequality ‖ · ‖2 ≤ ‖ · ‖F we have
‖PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ (L′z)‖2 ≤ ‖PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ ‖2‖PTˆ (L′z)‖F
≤ 2
√
2r‖L′z‖2/(1− δ4r) ≤ 16
√
r/5.
Fourth by Proposition 2.7 in [29] we have
‖[PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ ◦ L′L ◦ PTˆ ⊥ ](X?)‖2 ≤ ‖PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ ‖2‖[PTˆ ◦ L′L ◦ PTˆ ⊥ ](X?Tˆ ⊥)‖F
≤ δ4r‖PTˆ ⊥(X?)‖F /(1− δ4r) ≤ 1280r3/22/513.
Last, we combine the bounds to obtain ‖Xˆ −X?‖2 ≤ 256r2/19 + 16
√
r/5 + 1280r3/22/513 <
4
√
r. This implies that the constraint ‖X − X?‖2 ≤ 4
√
r for Xˆc is inactive, so all the optimal
solutions coincide.
[(ii)]: We have
G = PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ (L′z)− PT ? [(L′T ?LT ?)−1]T ?PT ?(L′z)
+ [PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ ◦ L′L ◦ PTˆ ⊥ ](X?)− PTˆ ⊥(X?).
We deal with the contributions of each term separately.
First ‖[PT ? − PTˆ ](L′z)‖2 ≤ ρ(Tˆ , T ?)‖L′z‖2 ≤ 2σr(X?)‖Xˆ −X?‖2 ≤ 19
√
r2, where the second
inequality applies Proposition 2.1 of the s.m. of [15]. Second ‖PT ?(L′z)‖2 ≤ 2‖L′z‖2 = 2.
Hence by applying Lemma 29 with the choice of Z1 = PTˆ (L′z) and Z2 = PT ?(L′z) we obtain
‖PT ? [(L′T ?LT ?)−1]T ?PT ?(L′z) − PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ (L′z)‖F ≤ 82r2 + 539r3/22. Third we have
‖[PTˆ [(L′Tˆ LTˆ )−1]Tˆ PTˆ ◦ L′L ◦ PTˆ ⊥ ](X?)‖F ≤ 1280r3/22/513, and ‖PTˆ ⊥(X?)‖F ≤ 1280r3/22/57.
The bound follows by summing up these bounds.
The proof of Proposition 6 requires two additional preliminary results; in particular, the first
establishes the restricted isometry condition for linear maps that are near linear maps that already
satisfy the restricted isometry condition.
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Proposition 30. Suppose L? is a linear map that satisfies the restricted isometry condition δr(L?) ≤
1/20. Let E be a linear operator such that ‖E‖eu ≤ 1/50‖L?‖2. Then L = L? ◦ (I + E) satisfies the
restricted isometry condition δr(L) ≤ 1/10.
Proof of Proposition 30. Let X be a matrix with rank at most r. Then
‖L(X)‖2 ≤ ‖L?(X)‖2 + ‖L? ◦ E(X)‖2 ≤ (
√
1 + δr(L?) + 1/50)‖X‖F ≤
√
1 + 1/10‖X‖F
A similar argument also proves the lower bound ‖L(X)‖2 ≥
√
1− 1/10‖X‖F .
Lemma 31. Suppose L satisfies the restricted isometry condition δ1(L) < 1. Then ‖L′L‖F,2 ≤√
2(1 + δ1(L))‖L‖2.
Proof. Let Z ∈ argmaxX:‖X‖F≤1‖L′L(X)‖2, and let T be the tangent space of the rank-one matrix
corresponding to the largest singular value of Z. Then supX:‖X‖F≤1 ‖L′L(X)‖2 ≤ supX:‖X‖F≤1 ‖[PT ◦
L′L](X)‖2 ≤
√
2 supX:‖X‖F≤1 ‖[PT ◦ L′L](X)‖F ≤
√
2‖PT ◦ L′L‖2. By Proposition 13 we have√
2‖PT ◦ L′L‖2 ≤
√
2(1 + δ1(L))‖L‖2.
Proof of Proposition 6. To simplify notation we denote T := T (X?). Without loss of generality we
may assume that ‖X?‖2 = 1. By the triangle inequality we have
‖(X? −M(Xˆ))− PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
≤ ‖(X? −M(Xˆ))− PT [((I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ (I + E)|T )−1]T PT ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
+ ‖(PT [((I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ (I + E)|T )−1]T PT − PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ) ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
+ ‖PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)− PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
We bound each term separately.
[First term]: First by Proposition 30 the linear map L? ◦ (I + E) satisfies the restricted isometry
condition δ4r(L? ◦ (I + E)) ≤ 1/10. Second we have ‖I + E‖2,2 ≤ 1 +√q‖E‖eu ≤ 51/50. Third from
Proposition 31 we have ‖L?′L?‖F,2 ≤
√
2(1 + δ4r(L?))‖L?‖2. Fourth ‖E(X?)‖F ≤
√
r‖E‖eu. Hence
‖(I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖2 ≤ ‖I + E‖2,2‖L?′L?‖F,2‖E‖eu‖X?‖F ≤ (3/2)
√
r‖L?‖2‖E‖eu ≤ 1/(20r3/2).
Consequently, by applying Proposition 27 to the optimization instance (9), we have
‖(X? −M(Xˆ))− PT [((I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ (I + E)|T )−1]T PT ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
≤ 1470r5/2‖L?‖22‖E‖2eu.
[Second term]: First by Proposition 13 we have ‖PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ‖2 ≤ 20/19. Second by the
triangle inequality we have ‖PT ◦ (I + E′) ◦L?′L? ◦ (I + E) ◦PT −PT ◦L?′L? ◦PT ‖2 ≤ 3‖L?‖2‖E‖eu.
Third by utilizing the identity (A−B)−1 = A−1 + A−1 ◦B ◦A−1 + A−1 ◦B ◦A−1 ◦B ◦A−1 + . . . with
A = PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT and B = PT [((I + E)′ ◦ L?′L? ◦ (I + E)|T )−1]T PT we obtain
‖PT [((I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ (I + E)|T )−1]T PT − PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ‖2 ≤ 4‖L?‖2‖E‖eu.
Fourth ‖PT ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F ≤ (11/10)
√
r‖L?‖2‖E‖eu. Hence
‖(PT [((I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ (I + E)|T )−1]T PT − PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ) ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
≤ 5√r‖L?‖22‖E‖2eu.
[Third Term]: We have
‖PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ◦ (I + E′) ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)− PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ◦ L?′L? ◦ E(X?)‖F
≤ ‖PT [(L?′T L?T )−1]T PT ‖2‖E′‖2‖L?‖22‖E(X?)‖F ≤ 2
√
r‖L?‖22‖E‖2eu.
[Conclude]: The result follows by summing each bound and applying Proposition 31.
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G Proof of Proposition 7
Proof of Proposition 7. To simplify notation we let Λ := Λ
({
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
)
, ∆ := ∆
({
X(j)
?
}n
j=1
)
,
and D be the linear map defined as D : z 7→ ∑nj=1(Q(Xˆ(j)) − X(j)?)zj . In addition we define
 := (1/
√
nΛ)‖D‖2.
Since ‖(1/nΛ)X?◦X?′−I‖ ≤ ∆/Λ ≤ 1/6, we have the bounds ‖((1/nΛ)X?◦X?′)−1‖2, ‖(1/nΛ)X?◦
X?′‖2 ≤ 6/5. We also have the bound  ≤ 1/20.
We proceed to bound the following. First ‖D ◦ D′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1‖2 ≤ ‖D‖22‖(X? ◦ X?′)−1‖2 ≤
(6/5)2. Second ‖D ◦ X?′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1‖2 ≤ ‖D‖2‖X?′‖2‖(X? ◦ X?′)−1‖2 ≤ (6/5)3/2. Third ‖X? ◦
D′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1‖2 ≤ (6/5)3/2.
We apply the above error bounds and formally expand the following inverse (as a power series)
to obtain (
(X? +D) ◦ (X? +D)′)−1
=
((
I +D ◦ X?′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 + X? ◦D′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 + E1
) ◦ X? ◦ X?′)−1
= (X? ◦ X?′)−1(I−D ◦ X?′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 − X? ◦D′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 + E2),
where E1,E2 are error terms satisfying ‖E1‖2 ≤ (6/5)2, and ‖E2‖2 = ‖ − E1 + (D ◦ X?′ ◦ (X? ◦
X?′)−1 +X? ◦D′ ◦ (X? ◦X?′)−1 + E1)2− (. . .)3‖2 ≤ (‖E1‖2 + ‖D ◦X?′ ◦ (X? ◦X?′)−1 +X? ◦D′ ◦ (X? ◦
X?′)−1 + E1‖22 + . . .) ≤ (6/5)2 + ((6/5)(+ 2
√
6/5))2 + . . . ≤ 1.22 + (3)2 + (3)3 + . . . ≤ 122.
We apply the above expansion to derive the following approximation of the term X? ◦ (X?+D)+
X? ◦ (X? +D)+
= X? ◦ (X? +D)′ ◦ ((X? +D) ◦ (X? +D)′)−1
= (X? ◦ X?′ +D ◦ X?′) ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1(I−D ◦ X?′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 − X? ◦D′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 + E2)
= (I−D ◦ X?+ + E3),
where E3 satisfies ‖E3‖2 ≤ 2((6/5)3/2)2 + ‖E2‖2 ≤ 162.
Next we write ((1/nΛ)X? ◦ X?′)−1 = I + E4, where ‖E4‖2 ≤ 6∆/(5Λ). This allows us to write
X? ◦ (X? +D)+ = I−D ◦ X?′ ◦ (X? ◦ X?′)−1 + E3 = I− (1/nΛ)D ◦ X?′ + F,
where ‖F‖2 ≤ ‖E3‖2 + ‖D ◦ X?′ ◦ E4‖2/nΛ ≤ ‖E3‖2 + (6/5)1/2‖E4‖2 ≤ 162 + 2∆/Λ. The result
follows by noting that ‖F‖eu ≤ q‖F‖2, and that X? ◦ Xˆ+ = X? ◦ (X? +D)+ ◦ Q.
H Proof of Proposition 8
Proposition 32. Given a linear map E, there exists matrices EL, ER such that PW(E) = I⊗EL+
ER ⊗ I, and ‖EL‖F , ‖ER‖F ≤ ‖E‖eu/√q.
Proof of Proposition 32. Define the subspaces WR := {S ⊗ I : S ∈ Rq×q} and WL := {I ⊗ S : S ∈
Rq×q}. Note that WR ∩WL = Span(I), and hence PW = PWR∩Span(I)⊥ + PWL∩Span(I)⊥ + PSpan(I).
Let E be an arbitrary linear operator, and let EL and ER be matrices such that ER ⊗ I =
PWR∩Span(I)⊥(E) + 12PSpan(I)(E), and I ⊗ EL = PWL∩Span(I)⊥(E) + 12PSpan(I)(E). For i ∈ {L,R} we
have the following. Since PWi∩Span(I)⊥ and 12PSpan(I) are projectors onto orthogonal subspaces with
spectral norm 1 and 1/2 respectively, we have ‖Ei ⊗ I‖eu ≤ ‖E‖eu. Moreover, since ‖Ei ⊗ I‖eu =
‖Ei‖F ‖I‖F , we have ‖Ei‖F ≤ ‖E‖eu/√q.
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Proof of Proposition 8. By applying Proposition 32, we have PW(D) := I⊗EL +ER⊗ I, for some
pair of matrices EL, ER ∈ Rq×q such that ‖EL‖F , ‖ER‖F ≤ ‖D‖eu/√q. Moreover I+ER and I+EL
are invertible, and hence
I + D = (I + (PW⊥(D)− ER ⊗ EL) ◦ (I + ER)−1⊗ (I + EL)−1) ◦ (I + ER)⊗ (I + EL).
We define M = (PW⊥(D)−ER⊗EL)◦(I+ER)−1⊗(I+EL)−1, and we defineW = (I+ER)⊗(I+EL).
It immediately follows that ‖W− I‖2 ≤ 3‖D‖eu/√q. Note that ‖(I+Ei)−1‖ ≤ 10/9, i ∈ {L,R}, and
‖(I +ER)−1⊗ (I +EL)−1‖2 ≤ 100/81. We also have ‖ER⊗EL‖eu = ‖ER‖F ‖EL‖F ≤ ‖D‖2eu/q. By
noting that ‖(I+Ei)−1−I‖2 ≤ (10/9)‖Ei‖2, i ∈ {L,R}, we have ‖(I+ER)−1⊗(I+EL)−1−I⊗I‖2 ≤
3‖D‖eu/√q.
Hence ‖M‖eu ≤ ‖PW⊥(D)‖eu‖(I +ER)−1⊗ (I +EL)−1− I⊗ I‖2 + ‖ER⊗EL‖eu‖(I +ER)−1⊗
(I + EL)
−1‖2 ≤ 5‖D‖2eu/
√
q.
I Proof of Proposition 10
Proof of Proposition 10. To simplify notation in the proof we denote α8 := α8(q,L?) = 96√q‖L?‖2.
We show that
‖L(t) − L(t+1)‖2 ≤ α9ξL?(L(t)), (34)
for some function α9 := α9(q, r,L?) that we specify later. In the proof of Theorem 9 we showed
that ξL?(L(t)) ≤ γtξL?(L(0)) for some γ < 1. Hence establishing (34) immediately implies that the
sequence {L(t)}∞t=1 is Cauchy.
Our proof builds on the proof of Theorem 9. Let
L(t) = L? ◦ (I + E(t)) ◦M
where E(t) is a linear map that satisfies ‖E(t)‖eu < 1/α0. In the proof of Theorem 9 we show that
L(t+1) = L? ◦ (I + E(t+1)) ◦W ◦M ◦N ,
where ‖E(t+1)‖eu ≤ ‖E(t)‖eu, W is a rank-preserver, and N is a positive definite rank-preserver.
Moreover, as a consequence of applying Proposition 8 to establish (23) in the proof, we obtain the
bound ‖W − I‖2 ≤ 3α7‖E(t)‖eu. We use these bounds and relations to prove (34).
By the triangle inequality we have
‖L(t) − L(t+1)‖2 ≤ ‖L? ◦ E(t) ◦M‖2 + ‖L? ◦ E(t+1) ◦W ◦M ◦N‖2
+ ‖L? ◦M ◦ (N − I)‖2 + ‖L? ◦ (W − I) ◦M ◦N‖2. (35)
By Proposition 5 applied to the pairs of linear maps L(t),L? and L(t+1),L? we have ‖M −
Q1‖2, ‖W ◦M◦N −Q2‖2 ≤ α8‖E(t)‖eu, for some pair of orthogonal rank-preservers Q1,Q2. Since
α8/α0 ≤ 1 we have ‖M‖2 ≤ 2 and ‖W ◦M◦N‖2 ≤ 2. Consequently ‖L? ◦E(t) ◦M‖2, ‖L? ◦E(t+1) ◦
W ◦M ◦N‖2 ≤ 2‖L?‖2‖E(t)‖eu.
Next we bound ‖N−I‖2. By utilizing ‖W◦M◦N−Q2‖2 ≤ α8/α0, ‖M−Q1‖2 ≤ α8‖E(t)‖eu, and
‖W−I‖2 ≤ 3α7‖E(t)‖eu, one can show that ‖N−Q3‖2 ≤ (6α7+2α8+2)‖E(t)‖eu, where Q3 = Q′1◦Q2
is an orthogonal rank-preserver. SinceN is self-adjoint, we have ‖N 2−I‖2 ≤ 3(6α7+2α8+2)‖E(t)‖eu,
and hence ‖N − I‖2 ≤ 3(6α7 + 2α8 + 2)‖E(t)‖eu. This also implies the bound ‖N‖2 ≤ 3.
We apply these bounds to obtain ‖L? ◦M ◦ (N − I)‖2 ≤ 6(6α7 + 2α8 + 2)‖L?‖2‖E(t)‖eu, and
‖L? ◦ (W − I) ◦M ◦N‖2 ≤ 9α7‖L?‖2‖E(t)‖2.
We define α9 := (4 + 6(6α7 + 2α8 + 2) + 9α7)‖L?‖2 (these are exactly the sum of the coefficients
of ‖E(t)‖eu in the above bounds). The result follows by adding these bounds, and subsequently
taking the infimum over E(t) in (35).
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